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Educating and Elevating
Mary Rhodes
Editor

My mission statement, at
times and in certain contexts, is
to educate and elevate, and that is
what articles in this issue accomplish. Through rigorous scrutiny
of our own practice, authors take
us to new levels.
DeAnn Dimond exemplifies
the talent of data-driven decision making by examining and
interpreting prevalence factors for
gang involvement. Kerrie Naylor follows her last article with
emerging standards for evaluating
administrators and, significantly,
moves the journal from reporting to interactivity by asking for feedback. Judy
Petersen provides perspective for a new emphasis
on College and Career Readiness. Al Church’s
lively comparison of charter and traditional public
schools culminates in solid guidelines for practice. In a different tone, Mike Ross and Aarica
Butler guide us to remember the importance of
student voice and influence on our practice.
The final articles discuss the new Common
Core. Denise Huppi provides clear and succinct
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articulation of English Language Arts
standards, and Kristie Fink’s tasteful
and courageous critique is thoughtprovoking. Finally, Diana Suddreth
eloquently embraces the Common
Core Standards as a way to connect
students to the beauty of math.
Interspersed among the articles
are two unconventional contributions.
I have followed Kim Allen’s articles
promoting emotional and organizational health and received permission
to reprint one here. Also, each of us
has probably authored or encountered
e-mails so clever that the sender
wants to Reply to All¸ and the reader
wants to Forward to everyone. I received one
that deserves sharing.
I encourage you to promote the interactivity
of the journal by responding to our authors. Each
item in the journal educates by analyzing practice,
trends, and changing patterns, and the collectivity
is inspiring. You will be elevated to new levels
of thought, feelings, and vision as you participate
in this edition of Impact.

Impact Journal

Gangs in Granite-----What We Know
DeAnn Dimond

Resource Development Department
Granite School District
ddimond@granitesc hools.org.
After promising decreases
in 2000 and 2001, the incidence
of gang activity is rising again
and is nearly back to the levels
seen in the late 1990s. This is
true both nationally and in the
state of Utah. The statistics from
the Crime Victimization Survey
reported in the Salt Lake Tribune
showed 89% of Utahans were
concerned about gang violence,
and 41% of those surveyed
reported a gang presence in their
community (Whitehurst, 2010).
Certainly a perusal of local newspapers paints a picture of a continued gang presence in the Salt
Lake Area, including a shooting
in Kearns (August 2008),
After promising decreases in 2000 and 158 people arrested in a
2001, the incidence of gang activity is Salt Lake City anti-gang
rising again and is nearly back to the sweep (August 2010),
a shooting in Millcreek
levels seen in the late 1990s.
(July 2010), and driveby shootings in Rose Park, North Salt Lake, and
Ogden (June, 2010). Most recently (May 2011),
guns and stand-offs in local schools, continue to
validate the need for a solution to gang activity in
our schools and communities.
While Granite School District has tried with
limited dollars to address the needs through
various programming efforts, it is important to
understand and take a data driven look at what,
who, and where the gang members are in Granite
School District. It is our hope the information in
this report will drive future decisions on prevention and intervention programs statewide. With
the scarcity of funds for prevention, wise resource
allocation is critical.
The U.S. Department of Justice, through
the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention’s (OJJDP) Gang Reduction Program
has developed the Comprehensive Gang Model
as a tool to address the pervasive gang problem in
the United States. This model was enacted locally
when the Salt Lake City’s Mayor’s Office adopted
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the steps, launching their Gang
Reduction Program in 2008. The
model is based on seven essential
elements, and the first two are 1)
acknowledgement and recognition of the gang problem and 2)
assessment of the gang problem
with the assessment goal of
targeting gang-involved youth
and the most violent gang areas.
This article addresses these “two
essential elements” and relevant
data regarding gang-involved
students in the Granite School
District (GSD). The additional
“five essential elements” are not
pertinent until the first two are
addressed.
All data used in this articlewere taken from
8th, 10th and 12th grade respondents who participated in the 2009 Student Heath and Risk Prevention (SHARP) Survey. The SHARP Survey is a
statewide biennial survey designed to measure
the prevalence of substance use and anti-social
behavior as well as demographic risk and protective factors. One question on the survey asks
specifically about gang-membership. In the
Granite School District, 4553 junior and senior
high school students participated in the survey.
Of these students, 4055 (or 89.1%) answered the
gang membership question. Those 4055 surveys
were analyzed for this article.
The question about gang membership read;
“Have you ever belonged to a gang?” Of the
4055 students answering this question, 3717 of
them responded “No.” Responses other than
“No” included “No, but I would like to”, “Yes,
in the past”, “Yes, I belong to a gang now”, and
“Yes, but I would like to get out” (see Table 1 for
frequencies associated with each response). In
order to best use these responses in our analysis,
the variable was coded into “No” and “Responses
other than No.” Respondents who answered
other than no are referred to as gang-involved in
this paper, because these respondents either did,
had, or most likely would belong to a gang.
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Table 1
Response to question, “Have you ever belonged to a gang?”
Response
Frequency
Percent
No
3717
91.70%
No, but would like to 62
1.50%
Yes, in the past
178
4.40%
Yes, belong now
81
2.00%
Yes, but would
like to get out
17
0.40%

analyzed the participation of gang-involved students in ten anti-social activities including use of
alcohol, use and sale of drugs, drunk driving, taking guns to school, theft, vandalism, and physical
violence. This analysis included both a frequency
measure of gang-involved students participating
in target behaviors (Table 2) and the proportions
of all targeted violations perpetrated by ganginvolved students (Table 4).
The results in Table 2 addressed specific
anti-social behaviors reported as the proportion of
gang-involved students engaged in the behavior.
The proportions of non gang-involved students
who engaged in the same behaviors were included
for comparison. In every case, gang-involved
students were more likely than non gang-involved
students to engage in the anti-social behaviors.
The difference between the gang-involved and
non gang-involved students participating in a
targeted behavior ranged from gang-involved students being about two and a half times more likely
to smoke marijuana to gang-involved students
being 14 times more likely to take a handgun
to school. On average, gang-involved students
were six times more likely to engage in any of the
anti-social behaviors than were their non ganginvolved peers.

This is important data, as it relates directly to
the Comprehensive Gang Model.
Prioritization of Problem
According to the Comprehensive Gang
Model, the first essential element in gang management is to determine if gangs represent an actual
problem to the community and if they do, to recognize and understand the extent of that problem.
From Table 1 above,
All data used in this article were
8.3% of the students in
taken from 8th, 10th and 12th grade
Granite School District
respondents who participated in
admitted to some level
the 2009 Student Heath and Risk
of gang-involvement
Prevention (SHARP) Survey.
(including pre-involvement). After accounting
for different methods of analysis, this percentage
is comparable to a
Table 2
national perProportions of gang-involved and non gang-involved students
centage of
engaging in anti-social behaviors
7.1 reported
in a large
Behavior
gang-involved
not gang-		
2001 study
students
involved students
(Gottfredson
Drunk or high at school (past 12 months)
40.80%
12.10%
& GottfredUsed marijuana (life time)
48.90%
19.90%
son, 2001).
Used cocaine (life time)
15.30%
2.50%
These numSold drugs at school (past 12 months)
26.80%
3.80%
bers suggest
Drivers who drove drunk (past 12 months) 11.70%
3.70%
the problem
Took hand gun to school (past 12 months) 5.90%
0.40%
in the GranPhysical violence (past 12 months)
40.70%
9.10%
ite School
Theft (past 12 months)
56.70%
20.10%
District is
Vehicle theft (past 12 months)
13.70%
1.50%
similar to
Vandalism (past 12 months)
52.80%
17.80%
the national gang
problem.
Whether this prevalence rate constitutes an actual
The results of this analysis suggest that
problem is best determined by considering the rate gang-involved students in the Granite School
at which the gang-involved students are engaging
District are engaging in anti-social behaviors at an
in anti-social, destructive, or illegal behaviors.
alarming rate. Ninety nine percent of the gang-inTo assess the problem which gangvolved students engaged in at least one anti-social
involved students pose to the community we
behavior with the average gang-involved student
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engaging in six of the behaviors and 15.5%, or 50
students, engaging in all ten (see Table 3).

gang-involved students represented the majority
of the students admitting to the specific behavior.
Gang-involved students were
frequent perpetrators of anti-social
Table 3 		
behaviors in the Granite School
Prevalence of anti-social acts by gang-involved students
District as indicated in Table 4.
Number of anti-social
gang-involved
Percent of
Students who chronically engaged
activities engaged in
students
gang-involved students
in the dangerous and destructive
0
2
0.62%
activities of selling drugs, stealing
1
7
2.17%
vehicles, and carrying handguns,
2
18
5.57%
were more likely than not to be
3
31
9.60%
gang-involved. On average, 35%
4
27
8.36%
of all students who admitted to
5
33
10.22%
anti-social behaviors were gang6
38
11.76%
involved.
7
37
11.45%
These facts portray a serious
8
27
8.36%
problem in our schools, with virtu9
53
16.41%
ally all gang-involved students
10
50
15.48%
engaged in illegal or socially destructive behaviors and a majority
of the worst offenses being carried
The prevalence rates presented in Tables 2
out by gang-involved students. We hope this
and 3 clearly show gang-involved students are
depiction of the gang problem in Granite School
engaging in anti-social behaviors at a disproporDistrict will raise awareness of the seriousness of
tional rate when compared to their non gangthe anti-social behaviors perpetrated by ganginvolved peers, but a question remains about what involved students.
proportion of these target behaviors were attributIdentifying the Target Population
able to gang-involved students. For example,
According to the Comprehensive Gang
gang-involved students were more than twice as
Model, the second essential element necessary
likely to use marijuana, but represented only about for planning a focused intervention strategy is to
18% of all students who admitted to smoking
assess gang related data with the goal of targeting
marijuana. Because the vast majority of students
gang-involved students and areas of concentrated
were not involved with gangs,
understanding the proporTable 4 		
tion of anti-social behaviors
Percent of violators who were gang-involved
gang-involved students were
Anti-social behavior
At least once
Three or more times
responsible for required a
Drunk or high at school 23.40%		
24.70%
different kind of analysis and
Used marijuana 		
18.10%		
19.30%
answered a different kind of
Used cocaine		36%		36.60%
question.
Sold drugs at school
39%		
50.40%
In looking at Table 4
Drivers who drove drunk 24.50%		
34%
the proportion of anti-social
Took hand gun to school 42.90%		
57.10%
behaviors committed by
Physical violence
28.80%		
38.70%
students who were gang-inTheft 			20.40%		27.30%
volved includes two columns;
Vehicle theft 		
45.50%		
58.60%
the first indicates the percentVandalism		21.20%		28.80%
age of any instances of the
anti-social behavior being
committed by a gang-involved student. The second indicates the percent- gang involvement. Targeting can be done in two
age of chronic offenders (students admitting to
ways; one way is to target interventions at the stuthree or more instances of the behavior) who were dents most likely to be gang-involved or become
gang-involved. The proportions higher than 50%
gang-involved--the most at-risk groups. The other
are highlighted, indicating the threshold at which
way is to target interventions to the groups that
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produce the greatest number of gang-involved student. Because of differences in base rates, these
two groups are often not the same. For example,
20% of the students from no-parent homes became gang-involved making this one of the most
at-risk of the demographic groups considered in
our analysis. Fortunately, there were not many
students from no-parent homes and these students represented only 8.6% of all gang-involved
students. If we were interested in the family
structure from which most of the gang-involved
students came, it may be surprising to learn,
two-parent homes produce the majority (52%)
of gang-involved students. It is also important to
take into account that the make-up of two parent
homes could have a broad definition among those
students surveyed. A more descriptive definition
of two parent homes may be beneficial in the next
survey administered.
Demographic Factors
To look at this problem, we compared ganginvolvement frequencies with demographic factors
including age, gender, ethnicity, academic performance, age of first alcohol use, family structure,
religious preference, and zip code. In situations
where the most at-risk groups were different from
the groups most representative of gang-involved
students, both types of statistics were reported. In
this article, the two types of statistics are referred
to as Gang Indicator and Prevalence statistics,
respectively.
Age/Grade. Data from the National Gang
Center suggests that as students get older, their
likelihood of becoming gang-involved goes up.
Our analysis of the SHARP Survey data showed
that the pattern of gang-involvement in the Granite School District was quite different from the national pattern, with no change in the incidence of
gang-involvement from the 8th grade to the 12th
grade. Regarding the dichotomized gang variable
(“No” and “Other than no”) 8.3% of the students
from each grade level self identified as being
gang-involved. This result changed somewhat
when breaking the “Other than no” responses into
the four specific options, but all responses were
still within one percentage point at each grade
level and were statistically identical.
Two possible interpretations on this data may
include the fact that Utah has larger families and
therefore, older siblings may influence younger
family members to become gang-involved. The
second possible contributing factor, gangs in Utah
are uncharacteristic of national gangs, as they do
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not follow the same ethnic trends. Ethnicities
cross the lines on gang membership; Hispanics,
Caucasians and Pacific Islanders may all belong
to the same gang. This is something that is almost
unheard of outside of Utah and may contribute to
this unprecedented data. Further data and analysis
of that data would be necessary to determine the
exact reason for these numbers.
Gender. The statistics on gender reported in
the 2008 National Youth Gang Survey Analysis
indicated that, nationally, 93.4% of all gang members are male. The analysis of SHARP Survey
data showed a much higher rate of involvement
for girls than what was seen nationally. Again,
the size of families in Utah may contribute to this
data, but without further research we can’t be
certain. Of the students who claimed current gang
membership, 75.6% were boys and 24.4% were
girls and girls represented half of the students
who indicated they would like to join a gang
(see Table 5 for all frequencies). Gang-indicator
statistics showed that 10.6% of boys and 6.2% of
girls were gang-involved. Because gang interest
and involvement by girls is so much higher in the
Granite School District than nationally, prevention strategies developed based on national norms
should be modified to focus more on female
intervention.
Table 5 		
Gang indicator frequencies by gender (GSD)
Response
Male
Female Total
No
1638
2024
3662
No, but would like to 30
31
61
Yes, in the past
95
80
175
Yes, belong now
57
20
77
Yes, but would like
to get out
13
3
16
Total
1833
2158
3991
Ethnicity. The most recent data available from the National Gang Center indicated
gang members in the United States were largely
Hispanic/Latino and African American. National
data collected in 2006 showed that 49.5% of gang
members were Hispanic/Latino and 35.2% of
gang members were African American, accounting
for nearly 85% of total gang membership. In the
Granite School District, only 44% of the ganginvolved youth came from these two ethnic groups
(39.5% Hispanic/Latino and 4.53% African American). This may be a reflection of the large population of self-reported Juggaloes, Juggalettes and
Straight Edge gang members in Granite School

Impact Journal

District, who are generally Caucasian. Even after
correcting for the greater proportion of the GSD
students who were Hispanic/Latino (19.7% compared to 15.6% nationally) and smaller proportion
of the GSD who were African American (3.1%
compared to 12.4% nationally) the proportion
of Hispanic/Latino or African American gang
members was still significantly less than what
was reported nationally. Consideration must also
be given to the Pacific Islanders who were not
ranked nationally, but make up 15.80% in Granite
School District.
Table 6 is a breakdown of the gang-indicator
statistics as the proportion of students from each
ethnic group who self-identified as being ganginvolved.
Table 6
Gang indicator statistic by ethnicity (GSD)
Ethnic category
Percent of students
gang-involved
American Indian
12.80%
Asian
6.00%
African American
12.40%
Hispanic
16.50%
Pacific Islander
15.80%
White
4.90%
Ethnicity is one of the variables, because of
different base rates, is important to look at both
gang-indicator and prevalence statistics. Table 7
is a breakdown of the prevalence statistics as the
proportion of gang-involved students who came
from different ethnic categories. The majority
(77%) of the gang-involved students were either
white or Hispanic/Latino.
Table 7
Prevalence statistics by ethnicity (GSD)
Ethnic Group
Percent of
gang-involved students
American Indian
4.20%
Asian
4.20%
African America
4.50%
Hispanic
39.40%
Pacific Islander
9%
White
38.20%
Academic performance and citizenship. Poor
academic performance has been widely reported
to predict gang involvement. Not surprising, this
trend is no different in the Granite School District.
Academic grades predicted gang-membership
with 22% of students who reported mainly F’s
or D’s indicating gang involvement and 5.5% of
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students reporting A’s and B’s indicating gang
involvement (Table 8).
Table 8 					
Gang-indicator statistics by grades (GSD)
What were grades like last year?
Mostly F’s
Mostly D’s
Mostly C’s
Mostly B’s
Mostly A’s
Percent of students who were gang-involved
24.82%
19.29%
13.35%
7.50%
4.13%
Although students with failing grades were
among the most at-risk for gang-involvement,
most gang-involved students did not come from
this demographic group. The prevalence statistics
show about 50% of gang-involved students earned
mostly A’s or B’s (see Table 9).
Table 9 					
Prevalence statistics by typical grades		
What were grades like last year?
Mostly F’s
Mostly D’s
Mostly C’s
Mostly B’s
Mostly A’s
Percent of gang-involved students in each grade
group
10.80%
11.73%
27.16%
28.09%
22.22%
Another way to think about academic performance is to consider citizenship. The SHARP
Survey did not have a question that specifically
asked students about citizenship grades, but it
did question the number of times the student had
been suspended. Given more than 99% of ganginvolved students admitted to engaging in acts for
which they could have been suspended (reported
in Table 3), a relationship between suspension
and gang-involvement was not unexpected. The
predictive value of that relationship, however, was
impressive with suspension frequency correlating more highly with gang-involvement than any
other variable except for zip code (see all correlations reported in Figure 2). More than half
of the students suspended six or more times were
gang-involved. Gang-indicator statistics showed
nearly 48% of the students suspended in the previous year were gang-involved.
Prevalence statistics revealed nearly 27%
of all suspended students were gang-involved.
Because suspended students represented a demographic category with extremely high gang-indicator statistics and moderately high prevalence
statistics, interventions programs might most
efficiently target this population of students.
Family structure. Of the students who
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responded to the gang question on the SHARP
does not drink, with 53.3% selecting the “Never”
survey, 8.3% indicated they were gang-involved.
option when ask the age of their first regular alcoOf the students who lived with both their mothers
hol use. Data was not collected to report gang speand fathers less than 6.8% become gang involved
cific affiliation; but we believe this may be due to
(compared to 8.3% of all students). Students who the large number of self reported and documented
lived with only one of their parents (including
Straightedge who live in Granite School District
students who lived with one parent and one stepand do not believe in alcohol and drug use.
parent or some other adult) were more likely than
Religious preference and attendance. The
their peers to be gang-involved (10.9% compared
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS)
to 8.3%). Students who lived with neither of their is a strong influence in Utah and it is not surprisparents were the most likely to be gang-involved
ing there is a relationship between religion and
(20% compared to 8.3%).
gang involvement. The LDS religion emphasizes
As stated earlier, the prevalence statistics
strong families, “clean” living (no alcohol or
showed that, at 52%, the typical gang-involved
drugs), and affords its youth a number of neighstudent came from a two-parent home. The next
borhood based social opportunities. Because of
most prevalent family structure was one-parent
these and other protective factors, it was expected
homes (39 %), and the fewest gang-involved stuthat LDS students would be less likely than other
dents came from no-parent homes (9%).
students to become gang-involved. This idea was
Age of First Alcohol Use. In a recent journal
supported by gang-indicator statistics that showed
article, researchers reported the age at which stu5.8% of the LDS students to be gang-involved,
dents started to use alcohol correlated with gang
significantly less than the 8.3% of gang-involved
membership (Swahn, Bossarte, West & Topalli,
youth in the general population (see table 10).
2010). In analyzing this predictor, we considered
responses to
Table 10 Gang-indicator statistics by religious preference (GSD)		
two quesCatholic Jewish LDS
Protestant Other
No Preference
tions from
11.20% 9.00%
the SHARP gang-involved 12.40% 14.30% 5.30% 8.40%
Survey,
one dealing with the age of the first sip of alcohol and the
The protective factor offered by reliother dealing with the age of first regular alcogious affiliation appeared to be specific to the
hol use. Age of first regular use was by far the
LDS religion, as all other religions showed higher
stronger of the two predictor variables. Figure
than average gang-involvement. Interestingly,
1 clearly shows the onset age of regular drinkthe students who claimed no religion at all had
ing went up, the risk of gang-involvement went
a lower incidence of gang-involvement (9.0%
down. Students who began drinking at ten years
gang-involved) than those who claimed religious
of age or younger were more likely than not to be
preferences other than LDS (11.5% gang-ingang-involved (52.3%) the “never began regular
volved). Even after selecting only those students
drinking” group was the least at-risk for gangwho claimed religious participation, rather than
involvement (5.5% compared to 8.3%).
just affiliation, the youth who claimed a religious
preference were still more at-risk than their nonFigure 1
religious peers (9.0 % compared to 11.2%).
Gang-indicator statistics by drinking onset
Due to the high percentage of students selectage
ing “LDS” as their religious preference (46.2%)
In the Granite School District, the majority
the prevalence statistics are different than the
of students who started drinking alcohol at a very
gang-indicator statistics. When considering prevayoung age became gang-involved later in life.
lence statistics, the largest group of gang-involved
This is an important fact to consider when develstudents came from the LDS faith, with 30% of
oping both anti-alcohol and anti-gang programs,
the gang-involved self-identifying as LDS (See
especially for elementary aged students.
Table 11).
Given the strong correlation between age of
drinking onset and gang-involvement, it may be
Although religious preference was a signifisurprising to note the “typical” gang member
cant predictor of gang-involvement, it was not a
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Table 11 				
Prevalence statistics by religious preference (GSD)		
Catholic
Jewish
LDS
Protestant Other
No Preference
Percent of gang-involved students from each religious preference category
24.50%
1%
30.50% 4.40%
14.10% 25.50%
strong predictor. Even when coded into LDS and
non-LDS (which yielded the highest correlation),
the prediction value was lower than for any of the
other variables with the exception of age.
Zip code. An important step in focusing
interventions at the gang-involved is to pinpoint
the geographic areas associated with high gang
activity. To do this, we compiled results from the
SHARP Survey categorized into zip codes. Significant differences in gang-involvement based on
zip code explained nearly 8% of the total variance
in gang-involvement, making zip code the strongest predictor of gang-involvement considered in
this analysis.
In the analysis of zip codes, we found expected differences between Eastside and Westside
neighborhoods, with higher concentrations of
gang-involved students on the West Side. Somewhat surprisingly, we found the highest concentration of gang-involvement in the more centrally
located area of South Salt Lake. Neighborhoods
with lower gang involvement were in Holiday
(zip codes 84124 and 84117 with 4.0% and 4.1%
gang-involved respectively) and Sugarhouse (zip
code 84106 with 5.8% of students gang-involved).
Neighborhoods with higher than average gangindicator statistics were in Magna (zip code 84044
with 10.2% of student gang-involved) and West
Jordan (zip code 84084 with 11.8% of students
gang-involved). The neighborhoods with the
highest levels of gang-involvement were in West
Valley City (zip code 84119 with 13% of students
gang-involved) and South Salt Lake (zip code
84115 with 16.7% of students gang-involved).
Zip code based prevalence statistics showed
the gang-involved students in Granite School
District predominately came from Taylorsville
(zip code 84118 representing 23.7% of all ganginvolved students), West Valley City (zip code
84119 representing 16.2% of all gang-involved
students) and Magna (zip code 84044 representing
10.3% of all gang-involved students).
One important factor to keep in mind when
looking at the 84118 zip code, these students
attend three different high schools, Cottonwood,
Kearns and Taylorsville.
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Summary of Demographic Factors
When using the information from this analysis to target gang-involved students for interventions, it is important to consider the predictive value of each of the demographic variables. Figure
2 shows the correlation strengths of all significant
predictors of gang-involvement.
Figure 2
Correlation strengths between predictive factors and gang-involvement
To target the most at-risk groups for ganginterventions it is also important to know which
groups are the most at-risk. A summary of the
ten demographic groups with the highest ganginvolvement ratio is provided in table 12.
Table 12
Summary of the most at-risk groups
Demographic group
proportion of ganginvolved students
Suspended in past year 47.70%
Mostly F’s
24.82%
Began drinking younger
than 16 years old
23.50%
No parents in home
20.00%
Mostly D’s
19.29%
South Salt lake
16.70%
Hispanic
16.50%
Pacific Islander
15.80%
Mostly C’s
13.35%
West Valley City
13.00%
Knowing the proportion of students from
the various demographic groups helps to profile
students who are most at risk for gang-involvement, but may not be representative of the typical
gang-involved student. A brief summary of the
prevalence statistics shows the “typical” gang-involved student (as indicated by representing more
than 50% of the population) is White or Hispanic
(77%), gets A’s or B’s in school (50%), has never
been suspended (73%) and does not drink regularly (53%).
It is likely this prevalence profile does not
meet anybody’s stereotype of the “typical” ganginvolved student. Understanding the difference
between the presence of risk factors and the actual
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prevalence of risk factors in the gang-involved
population may be crucial to implementing effective strategies to prevent and combat the growing gang problem in the Salt Lake area and most
importantly Granite School District.
Conclusion
The information provided in this paper
reflects an attempt to accomplish the first two
of the essential elements foundational to the
Comprehensive Gang Model’s planning process.
According to the Model, the end result of these
first two steps should be an understanding of who
is involved in gang activities, where in the community gang activities are concentrated and the
extent to which the gang activities pose a problem for the community. These two elements are
fundamental to addressing the gang problem, and
have been addressed. The next step in the process
is to use this information to develop specific goals
and objectives for addressing the gang problem in
Granite School District.
It is my sincere hope that the data provided
in this report will help those involved in gang
reduction in the Granite School District to better
understand their specific gang problem, and in
doing so, to clearly target appropriate populations
of students for appropriate intervention programming. This will take prevention dollars and also
administrators who understand the essential “next
steps” needed as outlined in the nationally proven
Comprehensive Gang Model.
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What’s the Progress on Creating
Educational Leadership Standards? Utah’s
Effectiveness Project for High Quality
Education Jumps First Hurdle
Kerrie Naylor, Ph.D.

Utah State Office of Education, Department of Teaching and Learning
Kerrie.naylor@sc hools.utah.gov
The Utah Effectiveness
Project for High Quality Education, strategically steered
by the Utah State Office of
Education with the support of
the Utah State Board of Education, has worked diligently
this year to complete the first
phase of developing Utah
Effective Teaching Standards and Utah Educational
Leadership Standards. You may recall from the
previous article outlining the purpose of the project that the Project initiative is aimed at improving teacher and administrator effectiveness based
on a statewide assessment framework.
The initiative is aimed The premise of the project recognizes
at improving teacher that improving instructional quality in
and administrator
the schools must focus on 1) improving
effectiveness based on preparation programs for teachers and
a statewide assessment principals, 2) recruiting quality teachers and principals to the profession, 3)
framework.
retaining, recognizing, promoting, and
rewarding the most effective teachers and principals, and 4) providing appropriate professional
development for teachers and administrators at
all stages of the career continuum. The project
intends to 1) provide clear approaches to measuring student growth connected to instructional
effectiveness; 2) design and implement rigorous,
transparent, and fair evaluation systems for teachers and principals; 3) provide annual evaluations with timely and constructive feedback and
provide data on student growth and professional
practice, and to use evaluations to make decisions regarding induction, mentoring, professional
development, compensation, retention, promotion,
and licensure.
Why start with Professional Standards?
Standards are important because they provide
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the benchmark for high
quality performance. From
the creation and adoption
of statewide standards, the
rest of the project can take
shape. Thus, two work
groups were charged with the
development of the Teaching
Standards and Educational
Leadership Standards. The
work groups built in communication strategies and stakeholder input activities
to get feedback and support from constituents
statewide. Specifically, the work groups shared
and discussed the standards with teacher and
administrator focus groups in February this year.
In addition, the Utah State Office of Education
with the assistance of UEN (Utah Education Network) sent a statewide survey in late April to over
48,000 education employees seeking additional
feedback prior to recommending the standards to
the State Board of Education for approval Summer 2011.
Following the adoption of the teacher and
administration standards by the State Board of
Education, the second phase of the project will
begin. Indicators of high quality instruction and
indicators for quality instructional leadership will
be developed to provide a framework for statewide performance measurement instruments for
teachers and administrators. The framework will
be built around the adopted standards with indicators of performance expectations and behaviors
operationalized to assess quality of work. In
addition, tools will be available to the local school
districts to assist them in creating, adapting, and/
or adopting their district’s performance evaluation
systems. Clearly, the development of standards
affects Utah’s college and university pre-service
preparation programs, as well as the evaluation
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DRAFT Utah Educational Leadership
Standards 2011 Pending approval by Utah
State Board of Education

1. Establishes, conducts, and evaluates
processes used to engage staff, community, and
diverse stakeholders in a shared understanding
and commitment to vision, mission, and goals.
2. Develops shared commitments and responsibilities that are distributed among staff and the
community for making decisions and evaluating
actions and outcomes.
3. Communicates and acts on commitments
in the shared vision, mission, and goals so educators and the community understand, support, and
act on them consistently.
Performance Expectation 1C: Educational
Leaders…
Sustain strong organizational commitment
to vision, mission and goals aimed at continuous
improvement.
Indicators for 1C: A leader…
1. Uses or develops data systems and other
sources of information to identify unique strengths
and needs of students, gaps between current outcomes and goals, and areas for improvement.
2. Engages faculty, staff and school community by making decisions informed by vision, mission, data, research, and best practices to identify
and eliminate barriers, shape plans, programs, and
activities, and regularly review their effects.
3. Uses vision, mission, and goals to guide
school improvement planning, change strategies,
and implement instructional programs.
4. Obtains, aligns, and allocates resources to
achieve the vision, mission, and goals.
5. Evaluates for continuous improvement
toward vision, mission, and goals to advocate for
and guide plans, programs, and activities to provide equitable, appropriate, and effective learning
opportunities for every student.

T

of the practitioner’s performance once they are
working in the school system.
Your input is requested. Please review the
Draft Utah Educational Leadership Standards on
the following pages. Your expertise and thoughtful conceptualization of the standards, performance expectations, and indicators of effective
behaviors and actions will allow the project to
move to the next level of planning and implementation. If you have comments
Following the adoption of the or questions, please email
kerrie.naylor@schools.utah.gov
teacher and administration
or call 801-538-7950. The sucstandards by the State Board of cess of the Effectiveness Project
Education, the second phase of depends on the forward thinkthe project will begin. Indicators ing, hard working, high quality
of high quality instruction and educators we have in this state
indicators for quality instructional and their understanding of the
leadership will be developed… standards that drive the rest of
the Effectiveness Project.

DR

Standard 1: Visionary Leadership
An educational leader promotes the success
of every student by facilitating the development,
articulation, implementation, and stewardship of
a vision of learning that is shared and supported
by all stakeholders.
Performance Expectation 1A: Educational Leaders …
Establish high and measurable expectations
for all students and educators.
Indicators for 1A: A leader…
1. Uses varied sources of evidence and
analyzes data about current practices and outcomes to shape vision, mission, and goals with
high, measurable expectations for all students and
educators.
2. Aligns, revises, and adapts the vision,
mission, and goals to school, district, state, and
federal policies.
3. Incorporates diverse perspectives and
builds consensus to provide equitable, appropriate, and effective learning opportunities for every
student to achieve.
Performance Expectation 1B: Educational
Leaders…
Facilitate a process of creating a shared vision, mission, and goals.
Indicators for 1B: A leader…
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Standard 2: Teaching and Learning
An educational leader promotes the success
of every student by advocating, nurturing and sustaining a school focused on teaching and learning
conducive to student, faculty, and staff growth.
Performance Expectation 2A: Educational
Leaders…
Ensure strong professional cultures that support teaching and learning.
Indicators for 2A: A leader…
1. Develops shared understanding of and
commitment to ongoing professional learning to
achieve high expectations for all students.
2. Builds organizational capacity that collectively improves instructional practices and student
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and effectiveness of teaching and learning.
2. Uses varied sources and kinds of information and data to evaluate student learning, effective teaching, and program quality.
3. Uses effective data-based technologies
and performance management systems to support regular analysis and interpretation of data for
accountability reporting and to guide continuous
improvement of teaching and learning.
4. Synthesizes data and evaluates progress
toward vision, mission, and goals for all stakeholders.
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outcomes.
3. Builds a professional culture of trust,
openness and collaboration, engaging teachers
in sharing information, analyzing outcomes, and
planning improvement.
4. Uses data about teacher practice to identify
and support individual and team professional
learning needs across a continuum of professional
growth.
5. Guides and supports quality professional
development that results in improved teaching and
learning and meets diverse learning needs for all
students.
Performance Expectation 2B: Educational
Leaders…
Require all educators to know and use Utah
Core Curriculum, and current Utah Effective
Teaching Standards.
Indicators for 2B: A leader…
1. Works with individual teachers and teams
to analyze student work, monitor student progress,
adapt curriculum, and adjust instructional practice
to meet student learning needs.
2. Facilitates shared understanding of Utah
Core Curriculum and standards-based instructional practices and programs by providing support
and guidance to teachers in implementing and
aligning rigorous curriculum, effective instruction,
content standards, and appropriate assessments to
meet student learning needs.
3. Provides and monitors effects of differentiated instructional strategies, curricular materials,
educational technologies, and other resources appropriate to address diverse student populations,
including students with disabilities, cultural and
linguistic differences, gifted and talented, disadvantaged social economic backgrounds, or other
factors affecting learning.
4. Identifies and uses high-quality research
and data-based strategies and practices that are appropriate in the local context to inform curriculum
and instructional practices to increase learning for
every student.
5. Provides instructional leadership by
supervising, evaluating, coaching, and mentoring
educators to improve instructional practice.
Performance Expectation 2C: Educational
Leaders…
Implement appropriate systems of assessment
and accountability.
Indicators for 2C: A leader…
1. Collects and appropriately uses standardsbased accountability data to improve the quality
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Standard 3: Management for Learning
An educational leader promotes the success
of every student by ensuring management of the
organization, operation, and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective learning environment.
Performance Expectation 3A: Educational
Leaders…
Distribute responsibilities and supervise
ongoing management structures and practices to
enhance teaching and learning.
Indicators for 3A: A leader…
1. Distributes and oversees responsibilities of
management structures and procedures to support
teaching and learning while developing capacity
for shared leadership of operational systems.
2. Maintains the physical plant for safety,
ADA requirements, and other access issues to
support the learning of every student.
3. Develops and facilitates communication
and data systems that assure the timely flow of
information to support teaching and learning.
4. Oversees acquisition and maintenance of
equipment and effective technologies to support
teaching and learning.
5. Evaluates and uses effective tools to revise
processes and continuously improve the operational system in order to ensure teacher and organizational resources are focused to support quality
instruction and student learning.
Performance Expectation 3B: Educational
Leaders…
Strategically allocate and align human, fiscal,
technological, and physical resources.
Indicators for 3B: A leader…
1. Operates within budget and fiscal guidelines directed effectively toward teaching and
learning.
2. Allocates funds based on student needs
within the framework of federal, state, and district
rules.
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3. Leverages resources to achieve vision,
mission, and goals.
4. Implements practices to recruit, develop,
and retain highly qualified and effective personnel.
5. Assigns personnel to address diverse student needs, legal requirements, and equity goals.
6. Conducts personnel evaluation processes
that develop and improve professional practice,
providing timely feedback, and remediate and/or
terminate employment in keeping with district and
state policies.
7. Seeks and secures additional resources
needed to accomplish vision, mission, and goals.
Performance Expectation 3C: Educational
Leaders…
Protect the well-being and safety of students
and staff.
Indicators for 3C: A leader…
1. Advocates for and creates collaborative
systems and shared leadership responsibilities that
support student and staff safety and well-being.
2. Involves parents, teachers, and students in
developing, implementing, and monitoring expectations and norms for accountable behavior.
3. Develops and monitors a comprehensive
safety and security plan and implements effective
instructional program and practices to address
current safety and well-being topics.

strategies to involve families in decision-making
about their student’s education and develop positive family partnerships.
Performance Expectation 4B: Educational
Leaders…
Respond and contribute to community interests and needs.
Indicators for 4B: A leader…
1. Identifies, builds and sustains productive
relationships with community partners.
2. Uses appropriate data, assessment strategies, and research methods to understand and
accommodate diverse student and community
conditions and dynamics.
3. Utilizes diversity as an asset of the school
community to strengthen educational programs.
4. Shares responsibilities with communities
to improve teaching and learning.
Performance Expectation 4C: Educational
Leaders…
Maximize shared school and community
resources to provide essential services for students
and families.
Indicators for 4C: A leader…
1. Links to and collaborates with community
agencies for health, social, and other essential
services to families and students.
2. Develops mutually beneficial relationships
with business, religious, political, and service
organizations to share school and community
resources.
3. Mobilizes and aligns the resources of
schools, family, and community to positively affect student and adult learning, including parents
and others who provide care for children.
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Standard 4: Community Collaboration
An educational leader promotes the success
of every student by collaborating with faculty,
staff, parents, and community members, responding to diverse community interests and needs and
mobilizing community resources.
Performance Expectation 4A: Educational
Leaders…
Collaborate with families and diverse community stakeholders to extend programs, services,
and outreach.
Indicators for 4A: A leader…
1. Collects, analyzes, and shares data and
information with the community pertinent to the
educational environment.
2. Develops comprehensive strategies by
collaborating with the community in support of
outreach programs and services.
3. Uses effective communication strategies
with families and community members to provide
stakeholders with timely and accurate information.
4. Applies communication and collaboration
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Standard 5: Ethical Leadership
An educational leader promotes the success
of every student by acting with, and ensuring a
system of, integrity, fairness, equity, and ethical
behavior.
Performance Expectation 5A: Educational
Leaders…
Demonstrate appropriate, ethical, and legal
behavior expected by the profession.
Indicators for 5A: A leader…
1. Models personal and professional ethics,
integrity, justice, and fairness and expects the
same of others.
2. Protects the rights, including appropriate
confidentiality, of students and staff.
3. Behaves in a trustworthy manner, using
professional influence and authority to enhance
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Standard 6: Systems Leadership
An educational leader promotes the success
of every student by understanding, responding to,
and influencing the interrelated systems of political, social, economic, legal, policy, and cultural
contexts affecting education.
Performance Expectation 6A: Educational
Leaders…
Demonstrate active participation in the
school’s local community.
Indicators for 6A: A leader…
1. Facilitates constructive discussions with
the public about federal, state, and local laws,
policies, regulations, and statutory requirements
affecting continuous improvement of educational
programs and outcomes.
2. Actively develops relationships with
a range of stakeholders and policymakers to
identify, respond to, and influence issues, trends,
and potential changes that affect the context and
conduct of education.
3. Advocates for equity and adequacy in
providing for students’ and families’ educational,
physical, emotional, social, cultural, legal, and
economic needs, so every student can meet educational expectations and policy goals.
Performance Expectation 6B: Educational
Leaders…
Contribute to the larger arena of educational
policy making.
Indicators for 6B: A leader…
1. Operates consistently to uphold and
influence federal, state, and local laws, policies,
regulations, and statutory requirements in support
of learning for all students.
2. Collects and accurately communicates
data about educational performance in a clear
and timely way, relating specifics about the local
context to improve policies and inform political
discussions and decision-making.
3. Communicates effectively with key decision makers in the community and in broader
political contexts to improve public understanding
of federal, state, and local laws, policies, regulations, and statutory requirements.
4. Advocates within the educational policy
environment for increased support of excellence
and equity in education.
Performance Expectation 6C: Educational
Leaders…
Increase the effectiveness of the school community’s efforts to improve education.
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education and the common good.
4. Demonstrates respect for the inherent dignity and worth of each individual.
5. Models respect for diverse community
stakeholders and treats them equitably.
6. Demonstrates respect for diversity by
developing cultural sensitivity and equitable
practices.
Performance Expectation 5B: Educational
Leaders…
Examine personal assumptions, values,
beliefs, cultural competencies, and practices in
service of a shared vision, mission, and goals for
student learning.
Indicators for 5B: A leader…
1. Self-assesses personal assumptions, values,
beliefs, and practices that guide improvement of
student learning.
2. Uses a variety of strategies to lead others
in safely examining deeply held assumptions and
beliefs that may conflict with vision, mission, and
goals.
3. Respectfully challenges and works to
change assumptions, beliefs, and biases that negatively affect students, educational environments,
and every student learning.
Performance Expectation 5C: Educational
Leaders…
Perform the work required for high levels of
personal effective leadership performance, including acquiring new capacities needed to fulfill
responsibilities.
Indicators for 5C: A leader…
1. Self-reflects on professional work, analyzes strengths and weaknesses, and establishes goals
for professional growth.
2. Models lifelong learning by continually
deepening understanding and practice related to
content, standards, assessment, data, teacher support, evaluation, and professional development
strategies.
3. Develops and uses understanding of educational policies to implement equitable or proven
approaches to meet short-term goals
4. Helps educators and the community understand and focus on vision, mission, goals, and
consequences for students within legal and political constructs surrounding educational purposes
and methods.
5. Sustains personal motivation, optimism,
commitment, energy, and health by balancing
professional and personal responsibilities and
encouraging similar actions for others.
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(On a personal note, I would like to thank the
40 plus teachers and administrators that worked
on the two Standards Work Groups. Their commitment and dedication is just a sample of the
many high quality educators in our state. Their
participation has been greatly appreciated.)
References:
Educational Leadership Policy Standards:
ISLLC 2008: As Adopted by the National Policy
Board for Educational Administration, (2008).
Council of Chief State School Officers, Washington, DC.
Model Core Teaching Standards: A Resource
for State Dialogue, (2010). Council of Chief
State School Officers, Washington, DC.
Aarica Butler
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Indicators for 6C: A leader…
1. Builds strong relationships with the school
board, district and state education leaders, and
policy actors to inform and influence policies
and policymakers in the service of children and
families.
2. Advocates for public policies that ensure
appropriate and equitable human and fiscal resources and improves student learning.
3. Works with community leaders to collect
and analyze data on economic, social, and other
emerging issues that impact district and school
planning, programs, and structures.
4. Supports public policies that provide for
present and future needs of children and families
and improve education.
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As you can see, these standards, modeled
after the Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium (ISLLC), represent the research-based
performances that are linked to effective schools
studies. As the standards are ingrained into the
everyday work that high quality educational
leaders do, educational practice will be affected.
Educational leaders with the knowledge, skills,
and dispositions embedded in the standards will
have a significant and powerful impact on student
growth and learning.
If you have not had an opportunity to review
the Utah Effective Teaching Standards, you may
do so at the following website: http://www.uen.
org/k12educator/uets/.

No one likes to be told what to do. Adolescents especially often rebel against direct instruction to quiet down, to study, to finish household
chores, or more importantly, to avoid situations
that may bring them personal harm. Drug prevention programs such as “D.A.R.E.,” for example,
fail to achieve the effects that school administrators and law enforcement officers desire. One
adolescent at a local residential treatment center
claims to have smoked marijuana while wearing a
“D.A.R.E.” shirt (personal communication).
From a scientific perspective, the human
brain continues to develop well into its twenties,
undergoing a process called myelination, which
is essentially the covering of neurons with a fatty
layer that speeds up processing. The last area

Kerrie Naylor is Education Specialist, Teaching and Learning in Leadership
Preparation and Effectiveness with the Utah State Office of Education. Her e-mail is
Kerrie.naylor@schools.utah.gov
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College and Career Readiness
Counseling for All Students
By Judy Peterson, M. Ed.
College and career readiness is popular
rhetoric in current school reform initiatives,
educational research, labor market projections,
Presidential speeches, and other arenas. A quick
Internet search can produce over 150,000 results
for college and career readiness. While the vast
majority of America’s high school students (86%)
report that they expect to attend college, too few
are graduating from high school ready for college
(US Department of Education, NCES 2010-170).
In addition, post-secondary programs report high
remediation rates and declining levels of social
and emotional security among incoming freshmen. Employers are discouraged by the scarcity
of skilled workers. This education deficit is an
urgent concern for the future of our nation, our
state, and our local communities. Students may
lack the educational preparation, support and
guidance, and/or the
“I ask every American to commit to
social capital they need
at least one year or more of higher
to be ready for college
education or career training . . . every and career.
American will need to get more than
Utah’s public
a high school diploma. And dropping education and higher
education offices are
out of high school is no longer an
making bold statements
option. It’s not quitting on yourself,
about the importance
it’s quitting on your country.”
of college and career
readiness needs. The Utah State Office of Education prepared a report to the State Superintendent,
Strengthening the Senior Year – College and
Career Ready, aimed at increasing relevance and
rigor in the high school experience and aligning
post-secondary education and workforce needs
(Utah State Office of Education, 2010). The
Utah System of Higher Education’s 2020 Plan
for Higher Education states that by 2020, 66%
of jobs in Utah will require education beyond
high school, postsecondary degree/training (Utah
System of High Education, 2011). Both reports
delineate that all students need to plan and prepare
for high school completion and post-secondary
education and training more deliberately and
intentionally.
Needless to say there is work to do, and
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Granite School District’s school counselors are
ready to do their part. In January 2011, Granite
District’s Board of Education approved a new
department, College and Career Readiness.
Through this department’s leadership, the work
of secondary school counselors will transform,
and in so doing counselors will focus on college
and career readiness counseling for all students.
The catalyst for creating the College and Career
Readiness Department is the College Board’s
National Office for School Counselor Advocacy
(NOSCA) and Granite District’s involvement in
NOSCA’s Urban School Counseling Initiative
(USCI). NOSCA promotes the value of school
counselors as leaders in advancing school reform
and student achievement as supported through
their vision and mission. NOSCA’s vision is that
every student exits high school with the educational preparation and social capital necessary for
college success and full participation in a global
society. NOSCA’s mission is to endorse and institutionalize systemic school counseling practice
that advocates for equitable educational access
and rigorous academic preparation, achievement,
and attainment for all students (College Board,
2010). NOSCA outlines Eight Components of
College and Career Readiness Counseling that
provides a systemic approach, across grades K-12
and beyond, to ensure equity in both process and
results.
Eight Components for College and Career
Readiness Counseling (College Board, 2010)
1. College Aspirations – Build a college going culture based on early college awareness by
nurturing the confidence to aspire to college and
the resilience to overcome challenges along the
way. Maintain high expectations by providing
adequate supports, building social capital, and
conveying with conviction that all students can
succeed in college.
2. Academic Planning for College and Career
Readiness – Advance students’ planning, preparation, participation, and performance in a rigorous
academic program that connects to their college
and career aspirations and goals.
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3. Enrichment and Extracurricular Engagement – Ensure equitable exposure to a wide range
of extracurricular and enrichment opportunities
that build leadership, nurture talents and interests,
and increase engagement with school.
4. College and Career Exploration and Selection Processes – Provide early and ongoing exposure to experiences and information necessary to
make informed decisions when selecting a college
or career that connects to academic preparation
and future aspirations.
5. College and Career Assessments – Promote preparation, participation, and performance
in college and career assessments by all students.
6. College Affordability Planning – Provide
students and families with comprehensive information about college costs, options for paying
for college, and the financial aid and scholarship
processes and eligibility requirements, so they are
able to plan for and afford a college education.
7. College and Career Admissions Processes – Ensure that students and families have an
early and ongoing
understanding of the
… the work of secondary school
counselors will transform, and in so doing college and career
counselors will focus on college and career application and admissions processes
readiness counseling for all students.
so they can find the
postsecondary options that are the best fit with their aspirations and
interests.
8. Transition from High School Graduation to College Enrollment – Connect students to
school and community resources to help the students overcome barriers and ensure the successful
transition from high school to college.
The transformation of Granite District’s
school counseling practices through implementation of the Eight Components of College and Career Readiness will only enhance opportunities for
all students – especially students from underrepresented populations. School counselors will depend
heavily on the comprehensive structure of their
work and its program delivery components (guidance curriculum, individual planning, responsive
services, and system support) to offer enriching
activities, foster rigorous academic preparation,
encourage early college planning, and guide
students and families through the college admissions and financial aid processes. To implement
each component successfully, school counselors
must use strategies that take into account the
context of the diverse populations in their school
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and community; use multilevel interventions with
students, parents, schools, and communities; and
use data effectively.
Although the transformation will not be officially introduced and rolled out to counselors and
administrators until the new school year 20112012, preliminary information sharing through
professional development has occurred. In fact,
some school counselors have taken what little
information they have about the transformation
process, and they are looking at available data and
identifying students who have high scores on end
of level CRTs and are not enrolled in advanced or
honors courses. They plan to intervene on behalf
of their identified students, validate their academic ability, and inspire and empower them to take
more rigorous courses. Other counselors plan to
review enrollment policies and practices that can
be barriers for how students get into honors and/
or AP courses.
Granite District’s school counselors are
excited and enthused by this new direction. They
plan to take intentional action to change the future
options for all of their students. School counselors can be strong advocates for their students, and
they can use their skills to drive positive change
in schools. They can convey the expectation
that all students, regardless of backgrounds and
economic status, can succeed in college. School
counselors can be leaders in advancing school
reform and student achievement when they advocate for equitable educational access and rigorous
academic preparation that leads to college and
career readiness for all students.
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One Insider’s Cautionary Tale: Lessons
Learned from Eight Years in the World of
Utah Charter Schools
Al Church
“It was the best of times, it
was the worst of times, it was the
age of wisdom, it was the age of
foolishness, it was the epoch of
belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light,
it was the season of Dark…” The
Tale of Two Cites (1859); Charles
Dickens
In my four decades as a
public educator in Utah, I have
never seen a more promising time
to work in our public schools.
Time-tested and research-based
practices abound. One can hardly open a journal
or attend a workshop and not read or hear of the
latest work to improve student achievement. You
are also likely to hear heroic stories about school
success, often with the principal playing the lead
role. In the midst of the current severe economic
downturn, escalating global competition, and an
increasing demographic of non-traditional students, school people now have access to the works
of great researchers
I have never seen a more promising time and practitioners,
to work in our public schools.
(Marzano, Danieleson, Tomlinson,
Wiggins and McTigue, Schmoker, DuFour and
Eaker to name a few). Today’s school leaders
and teachers have more knowledge about how to
improve instruction and school culture than any
time in recent history.
Add the recommendations of the National
Staff Development Council’s professional
development standards, NASSP’s Breaking
Ranks recommendations and Breakthrough High
Schools profiles, and along with the growing list
of resources from the EdTrust, today’s school
leaders have substantive knowledge about school
improvement. Throw in access to data about
student performance and the increasing alignment
of curriculum and assessments (both nationally,
Common Core Standards, and internationally, The
Bologna Process), one can only further envision
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positive strides in public schools.
Even advocates for authentic and
qualitative assessments have ready
access to rubrics, electronic portfolios, and other expanded strategies.
As a founding charter school
principal, with autonomy, start-up
funding and governing board support, I was able to implement many
of the aforementioned best practices. With each graduating class,
our charter continues to realize its
vision, offering evidence that the
results and reform recommendation
of reports like Breaking Ranks could be realized
with a widely diverse student population.
In my four decades as a public educator in
Utah, I have never seen a more perilous time to
work in our public schools. Ironically, at the very
time many educators are embracing these aforementioned reforms, there is an ominous external environment threatening traditional public
schools. This environment is fueled by state and
national leaders, mass media (the documentary,
“Waiting for Superman” the most recent portrayal), prominent foundations, and a growing
outcry from the business community. Each of
these consistently point to the sorry state of our
public schools. Nothing has really changed since
“A Nation at Risk” (1983) blamed the country’s
economic woes on public education.
At the center of the current clamor for educational reform are charter schools, publicly-funded,
imbued with an ethos and drive for innovation and
experimentation, and endorsed by powerful and
highly visible advocates including Congress, Secretary of Education Arnie Duncan, Andre Agassi,
Bill Gates, among others. In addition, there are
increasing numbers of desperate parents wary, if
not downright suspicious, of traditional public
education.
While these parents might not be seeking
systemic change, their stories are used to amplify
the criticisms of traditional public schools. These
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are parents eager for personal attention and help
for their student. They are on every charter’s door
step seeking escape from the traditional system’s
failings, real or perceived.
The phenomenon of educational consumerism is not going away, even as some charters
teeter on the brink of failure and vouchers are
voted down (at least for now). The parents and
students seeking a better school experience are
part of a hostile external environment lead by
well-leveraged Utah political leaders who only
want to follow President Reagan’s dictum to
“starve the beast” of tradiToday’s school leaders and
tional public schools, further
teachers have more knowledge
limit the influence of teachers’
about how to improve instruction associations and replace welland school culture than any time prepared public school leaders
and teachers with individuals
in recent history
from the private sector, full
of bottom-line bravado and minimal preparation
in understanding and appreciating both the art
and science of school leadership and classroom
success.
In this context of educational consumerism, both charter and traditional public schools
must scrutinize practices, eliminate those that are
unsavory, and embrace the healthy trends. There
is a segment of Utah charter advocates who operate CMOs (charter management organizations).
These advocates adhere to the “corporate welfare”
system, feeling no compunction in taking tax
dollars for personal gain as they lead and manage
charters. After all, the current system of public
(in their opinion “socialist”) schools has failed.
Their mantra, “Let’s try the unregulated corporate
model.” (casting a blind eye to the failings of Wall
Street, the home mortAs a founding charter school
gage industry, airline and
mining safety, as well as
principal, with autonomy, start-up
funding and governing board support, food inspections).
These charter advoI was able to implement many of the
cates
in particular rely on
aforementioned best practices.
commonly accepted bromides--“parent choice, the spirit of competition,
free (unregulated) markets, the business model,
privatization” to advertise and promote what has
become a veritable explosion of Utah charters
(now serving almost 7% of Utah’s school-aged
population). The charter “market” forces expound
the promise of motivating all schools toward
improvement and change.
I recall several years back a charter school
association meeting about a proposed cap on
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charter school authorizations. When one of the
more strident critics of public schools (that is a
hall mark of many charters, “not a typical public
school”) rose to speak in favor of as many charters as could be authorized, he rejected the reality
that several charters were struggling and even in
danger of closing. He coolly proclaimed, “Let
the market decide,” as if the lives and aspirations
of students and their families were on the same
level as soy beans or pork bellies. The vote was
not even close. There is no cap on the number of
charters in Utah. For school year 2011-12, Utah
is expected to have 83 charter elementary and
secondary schools, coordinated by a Utah State
Office of Education staff with limited oversight
from a short-handed staff. The lack of support and
coordination favors the for-profit CMOs (charter
management organizations).
I have had the privilege of visiting several
high profile and truly innovative charter schools
outside of Utah taking on the difficult work of student achievement with diverse students from what
could be easily described as “tough neighborhoods.” I am also happy to report there are several
progressive and best-practice Utah charters committed to equity, access, innovation, all inviting
and serving diverse students.
Unfortunately, I have also witnessed Utah’s
charter movement continuing the tilt toward
segregation, sustaining “country club” schools,
underpaying their teachers, overpaying their
directors, and employing simplistic, teacher-proof
curricula (Saxon math, Core Knowledge, on-line
canned course work, as examples).
Of course, when the market place favors
one system over the other, the illusion of choice
and its narrow minded proponents should be
easily exposed. Unfortunately, traditional public
educators and school leaders add to the illusory
fog, supporting the very anti traditional public
school rhetoric by not embracing change, the deep
change essential to school improvement.
After first being appointed charter principal, I
was asked to participate on a panel for an audience of openly anti-charter educators. I brought
with me a stack of books and studies which over
the decades had called for substantive change
in the operation and structure of American high
schools. I held them up at one point in the discussion and said, “I would not be here today if even
half these recommendations had been implemented.”
What makes the pro-charter, pro-choice argu-
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ments easy to digest at first bite is the intransigence of some of our traditional school leaders
who reject change. When paired with teachers
who see themselves as self-employed (and use
internal choice and free market principles only
when selecting the best students for their elite programs) and principals who avoid confronting the
marginal or incompetent teachers in their midst,
the pro-charter, pro-choice menu tastes even more
appetizing. In my other two traditional district
assignments, the “dance of the lemons” or the
“turkey trot” took place all too often.
Many conversations in my office were with
frustrated and occasionally
Ironically, at the very same while angry parents and students
many educators are embracing
who felt abandoned by the
these aforementioned reforms,
traditional public secondary
there is an ominous external
school in their neighborhoods
(from all across the Wasatch
environment threatening
Front.) They told me their
traditional public schools.
junior high or high school
was unsafe, how principals threw up their hands
(“There is nothing I can do”) when discussing
problem and openly inferior teachers, about phone
calls left unreturned, and office doors closing at 3
p.m.
Certainly, there was a group of these parents who were unreasonable, inflexible and
overtly negative about any thing to do with public
schools. But as time went on, and when I compared the constant stream of negative complaints
with other charter administrators, it became more
and more obvious to me that some of the complaints and worries I heard were valid. I could not
dismiss every desperate parent’s plea for help as a
small minority. Whether charter or public, those
pleas must be addressed.
This lamentable state of affairs, to which I
was a marginal accomplice is, perhaps, too easy a
condition to criticize and
even condemn if you are,
The phenomenon of educational
as I would hope, a school
consumerism is not going away.
leader committed to
open access public schools, inclusive and driven
by principles of equity, opportunity, success and
hope.
What I am proposing are several strategies in which you, as traditional public school
administrators, strengthen your capacity to take
on the challenges, even assaults, on education
as a fundamental human right. This fundamental human right is not a commodity best served
up half-baked by a faux entrepreneurialism that
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categorizes schools as fast food franchises. This
fundamental human right is best served in those
institutions in which learning and caring relationships are the essential ingredients.
1. Promote The Heart and Soul of Your
School:
Accept the fact that more and more parents
are school shopping (districts long ago acquiesced to the open enrollment option pushed by
the legislature). Be sure that every staff member
understands the need to be consumer conscious.
Secondary schools can only rely on the walk-in
neighborhood family for so many enrollees. A
public school principal and mentor, respected
for his ability to turn around difficult inner city
schools, proffered me advice years ago which I
have never forgotten. He dismissed “gimmicks”
(banners, slogans, simplistic incentives, even
some well-considered school climate programs).
He never veered from this admonition: “The only
way to keep students and their families supportive
and engaged is by sending kids home every day,
excited about learning something new from teachers and staff who make students feel wanted and
cared for.”
2. Choose Being a Professional Rather than
the Bureaucrat
As a charter school principal, I was not
encumbered by district bureaucracy. (I was the superintendent, HR director, special education coordinator, transportation boss, fiscal overseer) While
these hats tended to be ill-fitting on more than
one occasion, the one hat I could easily wear was
student advocate. I could finally utilize a graduate school construct, “the street-level bureaucrat”
(Lipsky, 1980). I consistently exercised professional judgments and made decisions (within the
law, of course) for the best interests of the student.
There is a place for the structural components of
procedures and policies. Yet, too often the rigidity
of the bureaucratic system alienates those in need
of special consideration.
Do as you well as you can to avoid the
excesses of “managerialism” that has crept into
our school leadership roles and responsibilities.
I encourage you to do “the right thing” when the
system’s pressures, even convenient temptation,
is only do things “right.” I do not know of many
school administrators who have been demoted
or fired for exercising “positive deviance” as a
student advocate.
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3. Use Data-base Decisions for Implementing Best Practices
Of course, not all at once (which I did with
disastrous results) in my first two years as charter
principal. Maybe I wanted to see what stuck with
a small staff (just 10 in the first year). As our
school embarked on continuous improvement
cycles, analyzing CRT, ACT and AP test results,
we quickly realized we had to make significant
adjustments with curriculum alignment, classroom
strategies, and professional deUnfortunately, traditional public velopment, as well as adjusting
educators and school leaders add the school calendar and instructional day to meet the needs of
to the illusory fog, supporting
our diverse students. It is and
the very anti traditional public
school rhetoric by not embracing should be the ongoing and laser
change, the deep change essential focus of all our work in education. While not without peril,
to school improvement.
it carries with it the promise of
reward and success.
You have in your UASSP midst some
truly strong and committed principals who have
implemented important reform initiatives significant results. Use your PD resources to visit their
schools (and keep you and your teachers close to
home). The out-of-state conference approach to
professional development is not only too costly
but more than often without long term results.
The “consultant-next-door” model (one example, The 3 Minute Classroom Walkthrough) is
a powerful strategy in establishing and nurturing
a professional learning community and reflective
practice. It binds teachers to a common mission of
student achievement and breaks the all too familiar and isolated structure that dooms school-wide
improvement. We also
found the work of Carol
What I am proposing are several
strategies in which you, as traditional Ann Tomlinson on differentiation very powerful
public school administrators,
for professional developstrengthen your capacity to take on the
ment, especially useful for
challenges, even assaults, on education individualizing instruction
as a fundamental human right.
and serving diverse learners And some of the very
best consultants to her work are within the ranks
of Wasatch Front districts (Park City and Granite).
4. Follow Your Moral Compass with Courage and Conviction
Folding in the diverse student populations
flooding all our schools is made especially more
difficult by the “survival-of-the-fittest” mythology in which our large factory-model secondary
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schools are forced to operate. But both philosophical and structural adjustments can be made relying
on the practices of model secondary schools, both
traditional and charter. What I personally witnessed and did my best to emulate were practices
from principals who articulated and set a strong
course toward equity and social justice. These
principals were proactive, morally-centered and
understood the criticality of putting the needs of
students ahead of “the system.” One of my more
recent mentors, the recently retired founder of a
breakthrough high school said simply, “Our motto
is rigor with support” upon which all the school’s
resources and practices focused.
I know within your midst there are teachers (like the one I spoke with this past summer,
highly placed in her school) who blame the failure
to make AYP on all those “brown kids” coming
into her building. This response, while patently
racist on the surface, reflects a frustrated educator
lacking skills and insights into the strengths, not
liabilities, of diversity. The expressed attitude of
the teacher, divulged to me in confidence and frustration, is more likely an unstated undercurrent
in many schools. I know of one traditional high
school principal who courageously confronted
the racism in his school at a faculty meeting by
asking his teachers to examine their own attitudes
and prejudices. This kind of courage and directness is a critical starting point for rethinking and
reexamining the assets diverse students bring to
classrooms.
5. Embrace Change
“Change always involves a dark night when
everything falls apart. Yet if this period of dissolution is used to create new meaning, then
chaos ends and new order emerges.”—Margaret
Wheatley
It is paramount that school leaders in the
current time of chaos, embrace change. Today’s
secondary principal will have to stand for and
articulate often and clearly the importance of
reaching and teaching all students. This courageous stand should not just be a school-wide
quest for improving learning outcomes. This stand
must also be firmly rooted in the belief that our
democracy is in a precarious position. Our society,
divided by race and wealth, (and in Utah micromanaged by political ideology) is in danger of
becoming even more segregated. The Utah charter
system, currently driven by some forces for privatization and privilege, is only a small slice of an
anti-government, anti-public service trend that has
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gained momentum across the country.
If you can embrace the diversity of your
students as an asset and a challenge rather than a
burden then you will not fuel a sense of futility
that frankly gives public school opponents more
ammunition. If you can step out from behind
the impersonality of cumbersome bureaucratic
systems to advocate for students and families,
you may be able to keep more students and their
families in your school. If you can articulate and
champion the human right for every student to
have access to your school program, with support
and opportunities regardless of their background,
then you will be fulfilling the promise of American public schools.
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Kim Allen
We just finished a remodeling project that required we
clear out a closet. It’s amazing
how much stuff we collected
over the years; most of it forgotten and never missed.
It’s easy to lose track of
what’s in our filled-to-the-brim
drawers and closets. Not to mention all those piles of papers or stacks of books
or saved emails we’ll never get to; it all clutters
the mind. What’s worse is every time we think
about or look at them each sigh, regret or resignation is a subtle stressor that drains our energy and
compromises our creativity and decision-making
abilities.
Hold on to everything and eventually all this
stuff leaves little room for anything new. On the
other hand, have you ever noticed as soon as we
get rid of what we no longer need or want, new
things start to show up?
It works the same way with ideas, beliefs and

emotional attachments.
Whatever your threshold
(how big is your closet?)
is for holding on to old
notions or behaviors, once
you reach that limit, there’s
no room for anything new
until you discard some of
the old.
Why not attract something new in your life now?
Pick an aspect of your life-- work, play, family,
etc. – that needs updating or a new energy, attitude or behavior. Then use the Quick Coherence®
technique* to quiet the ‘yea buts, what ifs and just
in cases’ and from a coherent perspective ask your
heart what to clear out.
Be patient and stay neutral until you get an
answer. Don’t be surprised or afraid of what pops
up. Then let it go, knowing there is now room in
your life for new, fun and exciting things.
And, by the way, this also works when you’re
ready to delete those never-answered emails and
recycle your old shoes!

*The Quick Coherence Technique
Printed by permission, HeartMath LLC 2011.
Want more Inner Quality in your organization?
For more information on HeartMath Executive and Team programs, contact our Corporate Division
(business@heartmath.com) or health@heartmath.com).
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Two Strokes Deepens Tyler’s Drive
Mike Ross, MEd
High school sports bring out the 	
  
best and the worst in people. Some
learn from mistakes and use the
experience to achieve great success;
others let those mistakes serve as
excuses and justification for failure.
Not only do we enjoy teaching opportunities, but there are many occasions for learning as well. The best
learning sometimes comes from the
kids who do the best teaching.
At the tee box of Hole Number 2 at Thanksgiving Point Golf
Course, site of the 3A state tournament, the rules official reluctantly assessed the
situation. “Let me
“You realize this is a penalty that will cost
see if I have this
you two strokes?”
right,” he said turning to face Union
High School golfer, Tyler Labrum.
“Back on the previous green, you marked
your ball, slipped it in your bag, retrieved what
you thought was the ball you declared you were
playing with at the beginning of the round, and
putted out the hole?”
“Yes, that’s correct,” stated Tyler.
“When you teed up your next drive, you
realized the ball on the tee wasn’t the ball you
declared?”
“Yes, that’s correct,” stated Tyler.
“Then what did
When the state tournament was over, no you do?”
In a manner
one knew of Union’s Tyler Labrum. His
revealing
trementwo-day score was ambiguously hidden
dous
integrity,
yet
towards the bottom of the list
personal disappointment in making the
mistake, Tyler replied, “I called the guys in my
group near me and told them I had putted the
wrong ball.”
The rules official sighed and hesitated a moment. “You realize this is a penalty that will cost
you two strokes?”
“Yes, I know the rule.”
The Utah High School Activities Association rules official, with a quick smile and a newly
found sense of pride in today’s youth, asked Tyler
to go back to the previous green, place his original
ball—as close as he could—to the original spot,
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and putt it out. Tyler did as he
was instructed, added two strokes
to his score, and battled to regain
the competitive edge he was so
used to having.
Whether or not the twostroke penalty caused Tyler to
struggle that day—and for that
tournament—only Tyler will
know. Although just a couple of
swings of the club, two strokes
in the game of golf can easily
determine the difference between
the best and anything less. Add in
the pressures associated with a state tournament
and two strokes is everything!
A talented sophomore, Tyler had the skills to
challenge for the state title. When the state tournament was over, no one knew of Union’s Tyler Labrum. His two-day score was ambiguously hidden
towards the bottom of the list. Tyler disappeared
into the woodwork an unknown—an unknown
golfer with integrity and accountability, not only
to himself, but also to the field, and to the game.
It has been said that good things happen to
good people. Nothing truer has ever been spoken.
One year later, a junior, Tyler qualified himself,
once again, to participate in the 2002 3A State
Golf Tournament at Coral Canyon, St. George,
Utah. With a deeper conviction and playing
almost perfect golf, he shot a two-round seven
under par, becoming Union High School’s second
individual state champion in the last three years!
His senior year, in a raging comeback, Tyler finished as the 2003 individual runner-up.
Sometimes we think rules and penalties hinder us or hold us back from reaching our potential. The 15 year-old boy didn’t have to reveal his
mistake. No one would have known. The young
sophomore could have wallowed in self-pity too,
blaming the mistake, the rules official, or whomever. But he didn’t. He didn’t say a word, nor did
he allow it to deter him from his original goal—
winning a state championship.
Tyler and his story teaches us that living by
the rules and accepting responsibility for our own
actions deepens our moral convictions and drives
us with even more passion and fervor to reach our
potential and personal goals. Whether it’s in the
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classroom or on the green, I believe we demonstrate humility when we learn from students. As
educators, one of the great rewards of our job is
learning from our association with young people.
In the sport of golf, a two-stroke penalty

means disaster, but to Tyler and all who choose to
be honest and accountable, it means becoming a
champion!

Mike Ross is Assistant Principal and Extra Curricular Director at Union High School in Roosevelt, Utah. His e-mail is mross@dcsd.org.
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Speak and Just Listen:
Alternative Methods of
Communication in and through
Adolescent ‘Problem’ Novels
By Aarica Butler
of the brain to be myelinated is the frontal lobe,
which is the area that handles executive functioning—essentially, the area that helps people to
make effective, appropriate decisions (Steinberg,
2009; Nagy, Westerberg, & Klingberg, 2004).
Studies have shown that until the frontal lobe has
been fully myelinated, adolescents tend to show
more impulsive, risk-taking behavior (Casey,
Jones, & Hare, 2008). Thus, it makes sense
that during this stage of neurological development, adolescents are less likely to take advice
from authority figures like parents, teachers, or
“D.A.R.E.” officers.
Young adult literature tends to support this
perspective. Problem novels such as Laurie Halse
Anderson’s Speak (1999) and Sarah Dessen’s Just
Listen (2006) share sevThus, it makes sense that during this eral qualities that present
stage of neurological development, realistic issues in a manadolescents are less likely to take ner that not only offers
advice from authority figures like insight to adolescent
parents, teachers, or “D.A.R.E.” readers, but instructs
them without the obligaofficers.
tory moral didacticism.
Through alternative methods of communication
and voices of believable, relatable narrators,
Speak and Just Listen address the complex emotions that are the trademarks of adolescence.
Anderson’s and Dessen’s novels parallel
one another at several different points, the first
of which is in the titles of the respective works.
Speaking and listening are the two primary components of communication, and in these novels,
the adolescent female narrators must improve
their skills at both. Having experienced sexual
trauma before the opening of each novel, the
respective narrators struggle with the decision
to speak of it or to remain silent. This theme of
communication occurs consistently throughout
both novels, emphasized in interpersonal relationships, or more specifically, the lack thereof. Both
Speak’s Melinda Sordino and Just Listen’s Anna-
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bel Greene begin their stories as self-established
social pariahs, each assuming that her peers have
made the decision to terminate all contact.
In the beginning of Speak, Melinda makes
the transition into high school as a freshman. A
self-proclaimed “Outcast” (Anderson, 1999, p. 4),
she avoids both old friends and new relationships.
When she sees an opportunity to make a friend,
her thoughts direct her elsewhere, even “behind a
trash can” (p. 8). When she is asked to help with
the basketball team’s practices later in the novel,
she finds that she can’t speak, even to say no,
and instead resolves to “just [not] show up” (p.
77). Although the high school setting necessarily
offers both positive and negative experiences, it’s
clear that Melinda chooses to avoid any positive
opportunities she encounters.
In Just Listen, Annabel behaves similarly.
While not a freshman, she begins her story at the
opening of a new school year after her unreported
sexual assault. Like Melinda, she sits alone at
lunch, away from former friends. As she says,
“The lines had been drawn, and now I knew for
sure I was standing outside of them” (Dessen,
2006, p. 18). It’s a theme that runs throughout the
narrative, emerging once again when Annabel
encounters an old friend. “I know you hate me,
okay?” (p. 285) she says almost immediately, and
it is not until several chapters later than Annabel
accepts her friend’s denial (p. 319). Near the end
of the novel, Annabel assumes a similar reaction
from her new friend and love interest, Owen, only
to be proven wrong at a later point (p. 350). Like
Melinda, Annabel substitutes isolation for real
communication; in the choice of fight or flight,
both characters choose the latter.
Even in a family setting, both characters embrace a conspicuous lack of communication.
In Speak, Melinda narrates her family’s
celebration of Thanksgiving, essentially a futile
attempt at tradition. Although her family’s interactions appear benign, the subtext is resentment—
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which is something Melinda perceives. Having
first witnessed her mother’s preoccupation with
her job, followed by her father’s silent criticism
and botched attempt to salvage the holiday, Melinda says nothing. Instead, she silently rejoices as
her father throws out the ruined dinner and orders
pizza (Anderson, 1999, p.61).
In Just Listen, Annabel has the same tendency in the face of contention, particularly within
her own family. As she says early in the novel,
“When in doubt, keep it out—out of earshot,
out of the house—even if this meant, really, just
keeping it in” (Dessen, 2006, p. 33). The youngest of three, Annabel
This theme of communication
is the agreeable bridge
occurs consistently throughout both between her two sisters.
novels, emphasized in interpersonal Even in the shadow of
relationships, or more specifically, the her own crisis, she holds
to this role, choosing to
lack thereof.
publicly ignore her own
problems to preserve
the family’s oblivious peace. Additionally, this
tendency toward superficial happiness applies
to the remainder of her family, as well. Early in
the novel, Annabel recounts the story of how she
and her family learned of her older sister’s eating
disorder. While the diagnosis had been made for
months, it took an early morning emergency room
visit, in lieu of verbal communication, to convince the family of any problem. Thus, for both
narrators, family communication styles decrease
the likelihood of self-disclosure.
More important to this feeble communication, however, are the ideals and processes that
take its place. Communication is more than just
a verbal endeavor; rather,
Although the high school setting words act in concert with
necessarily offers both positive behavior like body language,
and negative experiences, it’s clear facial expressions, and other
visual cues, including manthat Melinda chooses to avoid
ner of dress and grooming.
any positive opportunities she
Accordingly, both Speak
encounters.
and Just Listen deal heavily
with visual cues, but more
specifically with ideals of beauty. The concept of
modeling appears in both novels. In Speak, Melinda’s sometime-friend Heather lands a modeling
job at a department store at the local mall. On
the way to a photo shoot, Heather’s mother asks
Melinda if she’d like to be a model, too, to which
Melinda responds internally, “I like cheeseburgers
too much to be a model” (p. 82). She continues
by critiquing Heather’s recent dietary concerns,
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which border on anorexia. Although Melinda
displays no desire to conform to the conventions
of socially defined beauty, it’s clear that such ideals exist in her world. When describing the party
that preceded her rape, Melinda mentions that the
people there look like “models in a blue-jeans ad,
thinthinthin, big lips, big earrings, white smiles”
(p. 134). And although she feels incompatible
with their image, her discomfort is tempered by
her seducer, who calls her “beautiful” before
taking advantage of her (p. 134). The irony is that
later, when his desire is no longer dependent upon
flattery, he calls her “ugly” (p. 193). The disparity
here, even within one character’s script, suggests
that beauty is nothing more than a social label,
conveniently affixed to anything popular.
Modeling serves nearly the same function in
Just Listen as it does in Speak. Annabel and her
sisters began modeling for a local agency when
they were young. And although Annabel desires
to quit, she cites her peacekeeping role within her
family as the reason she cannot. In this novel, as
well as in Speak, teenage models are admired for
how thin and how fashionable they are. Annabel’s older sister initially rationalizes her eating
disorder by telling her family that “she was a little
bigger” than the girls with whom she competed
for modeling jobs (Dessen, 2006, p. 48), in spite
of being the only one of her sisters with the naturally tall, thin body most modeling agencies covet
(p. 41). Later in the novel, Annabel encounters
Owen’s younger sister, Mallory, whose idolization
of popular culture offers another perspective on
modeling and the beauty ideal. Upon recognizing
Annabel from a television commercial, Mallory comments on her outfit: “Is that a Lanoler
sweater?” she asks, checking the tag and calling
it “gorgeous,” with enthusiasm relating more to
the brand than to the sweater itself (p. 99). In this
case, beauty is more than just a label; it’s a shell.
What’s most significant in each novel, however, is the manner in which such beauty ideals
and methods of communication are refuted. In
both Speak and Just Listen, the main characters
develop an appreciation for art. Melinda’s process
begins at the start of the school year when she attends the first meeting of her art class. Ironically,
she describes Mr. Freeman, her art teacher, as
ugly (Anderson, 1999, p. 10). He does, however, smile at her and the other students, and he
eventually proves himself trustworthy (p. 122).
Appropriately, Melinda’s artwork takes a similar
course. After the failed Thanksgiving dinner,
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Melinda uses the bones of the turkey as the basis
for a new art project. Although unsuccessful at
first, she eventually creates a piece involving the
turkey carcass, an old knife and fork, and the head
of a Barbie doll. The result is, even by Mr. Freeman’s definition, far from beautiful (p. 64). But
more important than being beautiful, the piece has
meaning (p. 65).
As it progresses, the text of Just Listen begins
to deny the universality of beauty, as well. Having already critiqued the unnatural emphasis on
weight through the medium of Annabel’s older
sister, Dessen (2006) continues to confront beauty
standards by deconstructing Annabel’s assumptions about her own
Thus, for both narrators, family
appearance, as well.
communication styles decrease the When Owen takes an
impromptu snapshot of
likelihood of self-disclosure.
her, Annabel describes
it positively, saying, “I had on no makeup, and it
wasn’t my best angle. It also wasn’t a bad picture”
(p. 221). And in spite, or perhaps because, of its
deviation from her traditional modeling photos,
this photo partially inspires her to testify against
the fellow student who sexually abused her. Thus,
this piece of art has meaning for Annabel.
The concept of meaning in art relates inextricably with communication. Within the first
few days of class in Speak, Mr. Freeman tells his
students that “fear is a great place to begin art”
(Anderson, 1999, p. 31). Specifically, his comment refers to one student’s discomfort with her
assigned subject for a year-long project; however,
the statement is more poignant when applied to
Communication is more than just a Melinda. Although she
verbal endeavor; rather, words act does not feel the same
in concert with behavior like body fear about her own art
project, she does fear
language, facial expressions, and other
nearly everything else,
visual cues, including manner of dress especially communicaand grooming.
tion. Mr. Freeman tells
her several times that
real art involves emotion (p. 32, 122), and he
encourages her to identify with the subjects of her
art. “Be the bird,” he tells her when she begins her
turkey-carcass creation (p. 62), which makes his
later observation of meaning and pain within the
piece applicable to the larger themes of the novel
(p. 65). It’s no accident that the one character with
whom Melinda freely speaks is her art teacher,
Mr. Freeman (p. 122). Perhaps because he advocates creating visual statements, his is a safer type
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of communication. In fact, throughout the novel
he works on a painting that is “better than a TV
because you never know what is going to happen
next”; although the canvas is gray when Mr. Freeman begins, it soon assumes the characteristics
of its creator’s most recent opinions of the school
board (p. 62).
The artistic communication in Just Listen,
however, takes a different form. Early in Annabel’s friendship with Owen, he explains to her that
in addition to being an escape, “music is the great
uniter. An incredible force. Something that people
who differ on everything and anything else can
have in common” (Dessen, 2006, p. 96). It’s an attractive idea for Annabel, who has ceased to connect meaningfully with people. Even in this moment, her uncertainty preempts any response she
might have made. But later, after she has had a
chance to develop more of an appreciation, music
is what gives her courage to speak to Owen, who
ultimately convinces her to give a court testimony
against her abuser (p. 344). Near the end of the
novel, Annabel cites the communicative quality of
music when she says, “The music spoke for itself
and for me” (p. 365).
Despite the catalog of similarities between
the novels, the primary parallel between Speak
and Just Listen is an authentic depiction of adolescence. Through the creation and appreciation of
art and music, Melinda and Annabel learn to circumvent their fears in order to speak, listen, and
experience their emotions. Like the adolescents
for whom they are examples, they heed advice not
from authority figures, but from themselves. As
Annabel says near the end of her narrative, “There
comes a time in every life when the world gets
quiet and the only thing left is your own heart.
So you’d better learn to know the sound of it. Otherwise you’ll never understand what it’s saying”
(Dessen, 2006, p. 349). Although Melinda and
Annabel take different routes to the discovery of
this voice, they ultimately reach the same conclusion: the best conversations begin alone.
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Ashton Article?
Reply to All and Forward to Everyone
I share an e-mail exchange worth forwarding and more. Feel free to send your
favorite for sharing more pervasively than all and everyone in your address
book. You may want to read my initial message at the bottom before the witty
reply.
From: Ashton, Roger
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:50 PM
To: Rhodes, Mary
Subject: RE: Draft of Letter Doctor

Mary,
I don’t think I got the attachment, so my response and suggestions are:
Excellent work, very short and to the point (the point, I assume, is smaller than
an electron, because I can’t see it); but at the same time your writing allows the
reader to use his/her imagination to fill in the blanks without ever running out
of possibilities (very avant-garde!), lots of nuance (hard to say where to begin),
excellent use of anti-ideas and anti-matter.
Thanks,
Roger
From: Rhodes, Mary
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:38 PM
To: Ashton, Roger; Pasker, Beth; Reed, Christi
Subject: Draft of Letter to Doctor

Counselors,
If you have time, read. If you have more time, suggest edits, particularly for the
long paragraph. Thanks.
Mary
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Write to the Core
By Denise J. Huppi

Granite District K-12 Writing Specialist
There is much confusion and
discussion about the Common
Core. I have come to appreciate
that I can concentrate specifically
on the writing portion. Even so,
the questions are innumerable
and I don’t pretend to have even
a small part of the answers. I do,
however, feel like I am starting
to get an inkling of what we are
facing. Let me share with you a
few of the questions that come my
way most frequently and my understanding at this point in time.
1. Why write?
For years we have been talking about the
need for more writing in the classroom. In 2007
Doug Reeves stated, “The evidence is clear that
writing improves all academic subject areas (Vantage Learning).” In 2002, Educational Leadership
carried an article by Sister M. L. Brandenburg
reporting on an action research in her own calculus class. “My students learned to formulate and
express their mathematical thinking in a clear-cut
and substantive manner using correct vocabulary.
They became mathematically literate. By forcing
them to demonstrate their comprehension through
writing, they learned to pinpoint any confusion,
compare and contrast mathematical methods, and
ultimately deepen their understanding and retention (p. 68).”
The research and discussion go back as far
as education itself. We have always known the
importance of writing, yet are still inconsistent in
its application. Some educators use writing daily,
seriously, and extensively. Others avoid writing
because they don’t feel comfortable with writing themselves, or they just don’t have time to
“correct all that writing” (a whole other discussion). We can no longer separate writing from our
classes. If we want to make real change in our
students’ lives, we must include writing for learning and thinking in all classes and all varieties.
David Conley, director for the Center for Educational Policy Research (CEPR) remarked, “If we
could institute only one change to make students
more college [life] ready, it should be to increase
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the amount and quality of writing
students are expected to produce (as
cited in Schmoker, 2011, p. 39).”
With the adoption of the Common Core, we are also adopting a
mandate for including literacy in
every classroom. If we don’t start
stepping up, we will be forcing our
students to be left behind. “Adolescents entering the adult world of the
21st century will read and write more
than at any other time in human history. They will need advanced levels
of literacy to perform their jobs, run
their households, act as citizens, and
conduct their personal lives (Vacca as cited in
Schmoker, 2011, p. 93).”
2. What isn’t it?
There are definitely a number of myths about
the Common Core. One cause for this confusion
is not having read the document. To reference the
Common Core to gain a personal understanding,
I would suggest visiting www.corestandards.org.
This site will give you the entire document including the appendices for ELA and Content Area
Literacy as well as the Mathematics Core. In the
meantime, let’s visit just a few of the misconceptions about writing and the Common Core that I
have heard:
A. A new program – The common core is not
a new program or even the mandate to use any
given program. There are many good, even great,
programs being used for writing that give the
teachers guidelines, strategies, and a wide variety
of help. None of these is recommended or disenfranchised with the Common Core. What needs
to be determined is the impact of the writing
programs and tools that are already being used.
Are they adequate for your student population?
Are they teacher and student friendly? Are they
being used effectively? Are they understood and
being used correctly? Do they allow for the differentiated needs of your student population? Do
they meet the rigor and standards of the Common
Core? Keep in mind that teachers really don’t
need more to do, and a good writing initiative is
not necessarily prescriptive. Taking everything
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that is already being done – learned – and adding a quick write activity such as summary or
reflection can do more for the students than any
contrived activity.
B. A new idea - Writing to solidify knowledge and as part of a wholly literate curriculum
is far from being a new idea. The Greek philosopher, Socrates, commented that the introduction
of writing might eliminate the need for memorization, and the Norse considered the written word to
be magical and contain power. As was mentioned
previously, the value of writing in education has
been discussed and researched for years. We
have evidence of writing as an important means
of communication from the beginning of time.
We have moved from stone to the computers and
the internet as our means of writing, but the idea
that writing is important and clarifies thinking
and knowledge remains one of the keystones of
learning.
C. An instant fix - Introducing writing into
the curriculum is not a quick fix. We have separated it so far from the other elements of literacy
– reading and discussion – that it is going to take
some time to reintegrate and allow for the changes
to show. Several of the schools in Granite have
been working on a writing initiative. Those who
have endured and integrated writing for the last
three years are showing some incredible data. We
are seeing evidence of increased proficiency as
high as 34% (MYAccess! benchmark data). Improvement is occurring in all areas as this writing
is integrated into a complete literacy movement.
But – it takes time to see
the quantitative results.
3. What is writing
in the common Core?
Most succinctly
put, writing in the
Common Core is a set
of outcomes. It gives
a standard that each
student should be able to
meet in a final product
by the end of the year.
For example: “Write
arguments to support
claims in an analysis
of substantive topics or
texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence (Com-
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mon Core, 2010).” This is the ELA Standard for
argument for grades 11- 12. The standard is then
detailed into specific expectations of quality. A
close look at the standards reveals that they are
expected outcomes only. The Common Core does
not prescribe the specific method of meeting this
outcome. Teachers are allowed to teach according to their strengths keeping in mind that good
practice is expected. There is no assigned “topic.”
That is be determined by teachers, teams, school,
etc. Rubrics can be developed by looking at the
standards or adapting suggestions from those
whom have already developed some basic tools,
such as the Gates Foundation or other districts. In
essence, the Common Core is a guideline to raise
expectations and help all students be prepared
for college or the work place when leaving high
school. With writing becoming an ever more important skill in both of these, it is time that we put
it back into the class – all classes. The Common
Core gives us a guideline for implementing what
we know needs to be done and a means for all
students to gain the same skills and meet the same
expectations.
What is certain is the emphasis on integrating
writing, both quick writes to learn and think and
longer pieces, in all curriculum areas. It is the
piece that will solidify learning in science, math,
social studies, and any curriculum area to which it
is applied.

4. What types of writing are required?
The real paradigm shift is in the types of
writing included in
the Common Core.
Sample Assignments
We are not eliminatShould helmets be mandatory for motoring any genre, just
cycle riders? Discuss both sides of the issue
regrouping and redeusing statistics and information from your
fining. Also, students
research.
will be asked from
Is “going green” really an effective way
the very beginning to
to clean up the environment? Discuss both
give valid references
sides of the issue.
(cite their sources) in
Discuss several possibilities as to why
some degree. There
the dog from Leanin’ Dog s is wandering the
are three groups of
woods and afraid of the inside. Use specific
writing specified in
passages from the book to prove your ideas.
the Common Core:
Note: in K-5 “argument” is described as
A. Argument
opinion with proof. So an appropriate discus- The most imporsion/writing question would be tant of these shifts
Would you eat green eggs and ham? Give
is from persuasion
examples from the story by Dr. Seuss to back
to argumentation.
up your opinion.
The first question is
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always, “What is the
technique, well-chosen
difference between
details, and well-strucSample Assignments
persuasion and argutured event sequences
Read a book of biographies that covers
mentation?” The
(Common Core, 2011).”
several scientists throughout history. Comanswer depends on
This is where all of the
pare the lives of these scientists. What
how the individual
poetry, stories, etc. are losimilarities and differences are present in their
teacher is thinking
cated. This type of writlives?
about persuasion.
ing
is not being eliminatTrace the political circumstances and isPersuasion in its
ed
just regrouped and
sues leading to the witch trials of 1691-92.
simplest form is an
relegated
to a lesser role
Describe the process you used to reach
attempt to emotionto
make
room
for more
the correct solution to the previous math probally convince an
argument
and
informalem. Be detailed enough for someone else to
audience to a single
tional writing.
duplicate your process and thinking.
point of view. It
Pick one era from the history of art.
is not necessarily
5. What are the
Briefly relate the techniques, circumstances,
backed by reason or
content
area expectaand uniqueness of three artists from that era
valid evidence. It
tions?
who were influential.
often only presents
The Common Core
one side.
does not change the
Argument is a reasoned, logical way of
science, history, technical, arts, etc. cores. What
demonstrating that the writer’s position, belief, or it does is add a literacy standard to each of the
conclusion is valid. “Write arguments to supcontent areas – specifically science, history, and
port claims in an analysis of substantive topics
technology. The details of these standards can
or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and
be accessed at www.corestandards.org and are
sufficient evidence (Common Core, 2011).”
located at the end of the ELA document. By addThe important part of argument is to presing a literacy component, students will graduate
ent both sides of an issue, even if the author is
with a deeper understanding of all content and the
attempting to persuade the audience to a specific
ability to be literate in all content areas. “Think
position. In addition,
of literacy as a spine;
students are expected
it holds everything
to be able to use
together. The branches
Sample Assignments
valid, text based eviof learning connect
Pretend you are an animal. Tell a story
dence to support their
to it, meaning that all
from the animal’s perspective about a normal
ideas and positions.
core content teachers
day.
B. Informative/
have a responsibility to
Write a rap using the periodic table.
Explanatory – Inforteach literacy (Phillips
mational or explanaand Wong as cited in
tory writing does not feature the writers’ experiSchmoker, 2011) .”
ences or feelings, and it does not offer a forum for
Content area writing will be the same arguwriters to argue for or against positions. “Write
ment, informational/explanatory, and narrative
informative/explanatory texts to examine and
writing as described above. Content area writconvey complex ideas and information clearly
ing will focus on the specifics that make writing
and accurately through the effective selection,
unique in any content. A history paper does not
organization, and analysis of content (Common
look the same as a literary analysis, and a science
Core, 2010).”
or math journal has its own unique requirements.
This is the research essay or paper, the
Just as the content area reading specialist is the
autobiography, the explanation, or the process
science, math, or social studies teacher, the expert
assignment. It can be short, long, require in-depth in content writing for these areas is the subject
research,or just present a factual summary of the
teacher. What an incredible advantage we can
important ideas from a text book.
give our students if we expect them to be able to
C. Narrative – A narrative tells a story or
transfer the skills they gain in English class to the
part of a story. “Write narratives to develop real
specific learning and content of all classes.
or imagined experiences or events using effective
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6. What are the implications?
Because the core itself has not been
piloted, what we are doing over the next few years
is to try out the standards and refine our understanding. Yet, we are not going in blind. All of
the research over the past twenty years has led
to the creation of these standards. How will the
writing element of the core affect our students? A
few of the assumptions we can make are:
A. The quantity of writing will increase and
that increase will improve student writing. The
research agrees that the more students write, the
better they become at writing and thinking.
B. Students will write more in the content
area to make them more career and college ready.
C. The quality and level of writing will rise
over time as skills are mastered and coordinated
from kindergarten through twelfth.
D. Students will find more relevancy in their
learning as they write to think and think deeper.
E. Students will become more independent
in their thinking as they learn to express and
analyze.
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There is much we don’t know. The research
backs up the standards present in the Common
Core, yet the application will need to be tried and
refined through practice and experience. How
do we differentiate for the needs of all students?
How will we find ways to network to guarantee
that the progression of writing K-12 is smooth
and that ideas and expectations are blended so
they can be built upon for the next step? How do
we encourage collaborative writing in all content
areas? These unknowns will need to be addressed
at the individual school/district levels keeping in
mind that the core is a set of outcome standards –
not a prescriptive program.
What is absolute is that writing is not
done enough and that it is an important piece
in improving education for our students. As
Schmoker says in Focus, “We know what to do,
so please, let’s do it (2011, p. 217).” The future
of our students lies in their ability to write clearly
and thoughtfully in a wide variety of styles and
contexts. Can we honestly say we are doing what
is best for our students if we do not embed writing
into every classroom? I, for one, can’t wait for
this writing “explosion” to happen and to see what
results arise from it.
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Educating for College, Career and
Citizenship Readiness:
What Will It Take to Realize the Goals of
the New Common Core?
Kristin Danielson Fink

Granite Sc hool District
What is the Common Core for
English Language Arts? How will it
prepare students for college, career
and citizenship readiness in a 21st
century global society, and how will
it change my teaching?
There is a saying in Under the
Tuscan Sun, by Frances Mayes and
Audrey Wells, that “Between Austria
and Italy, there is a section of the
Alps called the Semmering. It is an
impossibly steep, very high part of
the mountains. They built a train
track over these Alps to connect
Vienna and Venice. They built these tracks even
before there was a train in existence that could
make the trip. They built it because they knew
some day, the train would come.” Well, the train
has come, and its engine is the new Common Core
that will put students
The Common Core is a paradigm
on the right track for a
successful life in a 21st
shifts that…elegantly informs our
journey with a vision of what it means century global society.
The Common Core
to be educated and prepared for the
is
a
paradigm
shift and
challenges of a new global society.
is all about college,
career and citizenship readiness in a 21st century
global economy. It elegantly informs our journey
a decade into this new century with a vision of
what it means to be educated and prepared for the
challenges of a new global society. It describes a
more integrated and inter-disciplinary approach
to curriculum and kicks up the level of rigor for
students. It is a paradigm shift in that it moves
teachers away from an emphasis on preparing students for multiple-choice tests to more real-world,
performance-based assessments.
The intent of No Child Left Behind was
noble in its goals to create high expectations for
all students across the country and education
standards that would keep the U.S. competitive
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in a global society, especially while
competing with newly emerging
democracies that we helped develop.
However, educators felt the brunt
of accountability fell exclusively on
them and responded by teaching for
student success in passing low-order
tests rather than teaching the deep,
rich curriculum that would prepare
students for life in this new global
economy. Enter center stage, the
Common Core.
It is a national, rather than
federal Core, in the sense that the
U.S. governors and state superintendents led this
effort, with 41 states now having joined. While
some have insisted it’s not a national Core, part
of its brilliance is that it solves the long-time need
for a cohesive, standardized national curriculum
that educates all American youth to participate in
the demands of a constitutional, representative
democracy and global economy, while eloquently
side-stepping the unsolvable obstacle of its being perceived as a federal Core that states would
never embrace or adopt. The new standards make
clear to everyone what the standards for success
are for every student in every school in every state
that has adopted it.
It was back-mapped from the National
Anchor Standards for College and Career Readiness and aspires to prepare every student with the
knowledge and skills to negotiate the fast-paced
challenges of this brave new world, prepared for
college, career and citizenship. It is about laying a
foundation for success that includes many of the
age-old but new again 21st century skills such as
collaboration, critical thinking, problem solving,
performance, and excellence. It was designed to
include only what is most core and essential and
does not describe everything that might be taught
in a deep, rich curriculum. It was internationally
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benchmarked and is rigorous, robust and relevant
in its design and intent.
The genesis for the new Core is rooted in
the shifting demands of a new global society that
requires a different kind of education to ensure
students’ success and our nation’s future. Also
disturbing patterns across our country signal we
have let our young people down, as they try to
move forward unprepared for college, careers
and citizenship in a new millennium. We know
this because college freshmen read up to eight
times more and in more rigorous texts than high
school seniors, and the gap in expectations leaves
young people unprepared to succeed in college.
In Louisiana young people often can’t get hired
on the Gulf oil rigs
It is about laying a foundation for
because they can’t read
success that includes many of the age- the safety manuals.
Perhaps most distressold but new again 21st century skills
such as collaboration, critical thinking, ing in these examples is
the fact that states like
problem solving, performance, and
California use school
excellence.
exit data of students
with third grade reading
levels as an accurate barometer of the number of
future prisons they will need to build (Utah State
Office of Education, Common Core/Utah State
Core Correlation Meetings, 2010). Adding to the
tragedy for both our youth and our nation is that
this newer technology based-society is not kind
in offering work opportunities to those who are
unprepared. It now demands everyone to perform
at a level not demanded before. Students who exit
school without the learning, inquiry and literacy
skills this new global economy requires will likely
find hardship throughout their lives. Schools must
not only rise to this new challenge, but must embrace its deepest aspirations for every student with
courage, hope, hard work, and excellence.
There are some challenges with this new Core
as well. It may still include too many standards for
teachers to be able to easily balance coverage with
going more deeply into
This newer technology based-society is curriculum, although
not kind in offering work opportunities the embedded content
to those who are unprepared.
literacy emphasis will
help with that. However, one of my greatest concerns is that it does
not explicitly mention dispositions or qualities of
character as the heart of students accomplishing
its goals and intent, though ironically it presses for
students to master skills of collaboration, excellence, rigor, critical thinking, problem-solving
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and performance. While the core is research and
evidence-based in terms of what students need
to know and be able to do, it doesn’t explicitly
identify what students need to “be like,” a term
coined by Dr. Ivor Pritchard, senior researcher at
the U.S. Department of Education to describe attitudes and dispositions (1997). Although, many
of the standards depend on teaching qualities of
character and civic dispositions that will prepare
students for college, career and citizenship readiness., identification of character expectations
could possibly promote the cognitive goals.
As a strong advocate for this new Core, I was
disappointed that this critical, foundational piece
was not more explicitly addressed in its design,
and I believe that it will need to be a focus in
every classroom if educators are to fully prepare
students to realize the goals of this new Core and
to become competent, caring and contributing
human beings. The new Core falls short in giving
young people a clear vision of the kind of person
they might strive to become.
Of particular importance will be the intentional planning and working towards a pervasive
sense of community for every student and the
caring relationships that foster optimal human
development. It will take a culture of respect,
responsibility, and excellence that emphasizes
character, ethics, integrity, perseverance and striving to do one’s best work as critical qualities to
develop for college, career and citizenship readiness. In my view, the end goal of education is to
create effective students who are lifelong learners,
engaged citizens, quality workers, and decent
human beings, and this new Core falls short in its
vision of that. Ironically, our decreasing emphasis
on quality character education may not be our
best strategy for ensuring mastery of the deeper
intent of this new Core. Although the core has its
failings, it is still, as one exemplary teacher in my
district said, “an upgrade over what we’ve had.”
This new Core upgrades our profession too in
the sense that it begs for collaboration and teamwork as we roll up our sleeves and re-align our
curriculum and practices to reach deeply into the
age-old learning, inquiry, and literacy skills that
are at the heart of preparing all students to successfully negotiate this new world. It will require
professional development, administrative support and teacher planning time to vertically and
horizontally re-align the curriculum. As school
teams work together they will identify strengths,
challenges and gaps that must be addressed as
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they re-focus their curriculum to best meet the
needs of all students and the performance based
assessments that more closely reflect the demands
of everyday life in this global society.
This new Core represents an expectation that
something will be different in teaching, but it also
trusts teachers more profoundly than anything
we’ve had before. The standards don’t include
everything that might be included in a rich, deep
curriculum, and they don’t tell teachers how to
teach. They don’t mandate all the content, but do
identify high quality exemplars to help teachers in
planning the curriculum students need to succeed.
They don’t just lay out higher, more rigorous and
robust standards but challenge all educators to
focus on quality teaching and on embedding
Of particular importance will
learning, inquiry, and
be the intentional planning and
literacy skills across the
working towards a pervasive sense of
curriculum.
community for every student and the
An important
caring relationships that foster optimal takeaway for this new
human development.
Core is that we are all
content literacy teachers now, and must weave learning, inquiry, and
high quality content literacy strategies across the
curriculum, including social studies, science, and
technical subjects. This focus on content literacy
includes daily reading, writing, discussion and
the appropriate scaffolding students may need
for success, but the new Core doesn’t identify the
additional supports and appropriate interventions
some students will need to succeed in this more
rigorous curriculum—it trusts educators as professionals to identify and provide those for students.
This paradigm shift is also about providing
more complex text, using textbooks, primary
sources, the arts, and other resources, and bringing
in a wide range of informational text in all classes
to reflect what adults read in the real world. The
reading of literary text will no longer be the end
goal in English classes, though it is still validated
as an important source of aesthetic beauty, cultural
literacy, and insight into the human condition.
However, literature will also be viewed as a vehicle to more seamlessly and intentionally weave
together elements of language, discussion, reading, writing, thinking, and argumentation. These
skills will extend, broaden, and deepen student’s
ability to engage in the kind of perspective-taking
and analysis needed in today’s world.
Through its thoughtful and intentional crafting, with standards built on a staircase design of
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increasing complexity, spiraling, re-visiting of
key concepts throughout a student’s school career,
teachers have more opportunities to teach and
re-teach, and students have more opportunities
to learn each standard deeply. Core expectations
also recognize that formative and summative
assessment is key to student learning and growth
and to teachers’ instructional decision-making.
This new Core describes an integrated
English language arts program with K-12, gradespecific standards that include reading, writing,
speaking, listening, and language. There are also
literacy standards for history, social studies, science and technical subjects. These standards complement rather than replace the content in these
subjects, and there is a pervasive sense of shared
responsibility for literacy development. The
reading standards focus on comprehension and
emphasize content literacy across the curriculum,
text complexity, and balancing high-quality literature and informational text. The writing standards
emphasize developing and strengthening a range
of writing, including argumentative, explanatory
and narrative. The speaking and listening standards engage students in daily purposeful academic discourse and presentation of knowledge and
ideas. The language standards focus on conventions of Standard English, knowledge of language,
and emphasis on academic and domain-specific
vocabulary, word meanings, and nuances. One of
the larger shifts is found in the move away from
persuasive writing with its focus on strong conviction where one tries to convince others of one’s
opinion, to the more vigorous argument, which
is the process of arriving at conclusions based on
sound reasoning, evidence and proof, and looking
at a variety of perspectives. Argumentation is an
essential skill students need for success in college,
career and citizenship readiness, and may be the
key skill required in most jobs today, including
lower-skilled jobs.
This Core must be read with the appendices
and complexity bands, though the exemplars offered in the appendices are just that—examples,
not mandates. However, the writing examples in
the appendices that describe “how good is good
enough,” and the examples of literary and informational text, research, best practices, etc., provide a plethora of information to support teachers,
schools and districts as they work to transition to
this new Core.
I am an enthusiastic champion, with some
cautions, for the new Common Core and believe
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that it has the potential to deliver on its promise of
preparing every young person for college, career
and citizenship readiness. Although the core has
its failings, it is still, as the savvy teacher said,
“an upgrade!” It is an upgrade, and it lays out a
clear vision of what it means to be educated in
the twenty-first century. It will require educators to look deeply within themselves, reflect on
what students most need to be prepared for a very
different world than has existed in the past, and to
move forward skillfully, courageously and gracefully so that every student can succeed, contribute,
and create happy and flourishing lives for themselves.
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Utah’s New Core Mathematics Curriculum
Diana Suddreth
Students in Utah are
about to enter an exciting new world where
mathematics college- and
career-readiness is accessible to and expected of
all. The Utah State Board
of Education took a bold
and important step towards
ensuring college and career
readiness for all students by
adopting the Common Core
State Standards (CCSS)
in August of 2010. These
standards are based on
world-class international
curricula, standards from high performing states,
and the best available research in mathematics
education. Furthermore, they embody a philosophy that embraces critical and creative thinking,
complex analysis, modeling with mathematics,
and thorough understanding of concepts that
students can use to
They were vetted through a process of
periodic public release and considerable further their education and careers.
input from state departments of education.
The standards
were originally developed by the National Governor’s Association (NGA) and the Council of
Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) using teams
of mathematicians and mathematics educators.
They were vetted through a process of periodic
public release and considerable input from state
departments of education. As the standards were
improved, more and more states became interested in the project, culminating in the acceptance
of the CCSS by over 40 states, territories, and
the District of Columbia. This groundswell of
support has led to the common myth that the
standards are “national” standards. Although the
CCSS has the support of the states and can thus
be seen as a national movement, they are not associated with the federal government. The federal
government had no role in creating the standards
and has not required participation from any state.
Utah’s participation was based on a thorough
reading of the standards, recognition of their superiority, and the hope that by banding together with
other states we can focus our efforts and maxi-
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mize our resources.
There are several
key elements that support Utah’s adoption of
the CCSS. The first, and
most important, reason for
Utah’s support of the CCSS
is the superiority of the
standards themselves. The
new standards are more
rigorous than Utah’s current
standards and are designed
to prepare students for
participation in the global
economy. These standards
introduce algebraic concepts early, develop the concept of a function in
8th grade, solidify understanding of exponential
function (the basis for many financial formulas)
in the 9th grade, and begin to develop trigonometry in the 10th and 11th grades. Furthermore,
the standards include an increased attention to
statistics, widely considered as necessary for adult
decision-making.
In addition, the common nature of the CCSS
holds an immediate promise for improving student achievement. For the first time third graders
in Utah will be learning the same concepts and
skills as third graders in Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, and Arizona, easing transitions for our mobile society. No longer will Texas and California
control the publishing market, but rather instructional materials will be available that meet the
needs of Utah students because Utah students will
be studying the same mathematics as students in
the majority of other states. Professional development opportunities will cross state lines. Teachers will be able to collaborate across the nation
either in face-to-face professional development
opportunities or through the use of networking
capabilities provided through the internet. Online providers and on-line resources will directly
relate to what Utah teachers are teaching and Utah
students are learning.
Finally, the adoption of the CCSS encourages
teachers to improve instructional skill and address
the needs of a diverse population. One of the
most common words in the new core is “under-
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stand”. Students will no longer experience mathematics as a set of discrete and unrelated skills
to be mastered, but will engage in mathematical
thinking through problem solving, modeling, representing, and exploring mathematics. That is not
to say that skill is not important. It is. However,
mathematics is a discipline rich in application,
beauty, and relevance. Classrooms where teachers stand at the board modeling mathematical procedures are being replaced with classrooms where
students engage in mathematical discourse around
complex mathematical ideas to solve important
problems. Every classroom in Utah must reflect
this change for
These standards are based on worldstudents to be truly
class international curricula, standards
college and career
ready.
from high performing states, and the
One of the
best available research in mathematics
major changes Utah
education.
has embraced is a
move towards an international-style curriculum
where algebra, geometry, and statistics are woven
together over three years, rather than being taught
as distinct courses. This means that while student
transcripts will no longer list “Algebra” as a
course, students will be learning algebra in conjunction with geometry and statistics in ways that
deepen understanding of
all of mathematics. This
…by banding together with other
model is currently used
states we can focus our efforts and
in all high-performing
maximize our resources.
countries, and while it is
less common in the United
States, it is an opportunity to focus on deepening
mathematics for all students.
This focus on depth is also reflected in a
move towards fewer mathematics tracks. Students will not be selected for calculus preparation
in seventh grade, but rather high ability students
will be exposed to additional topics, depth of
understanding, and application. The accelerated
pathway to high school calculus is a compacted
version of Secondary I, II, III, and Precalculus
which will begin in the ninth grade. This pathway
will allow students sucFurthermore, the standards include cessfully completing the
three high school honors
an increased attention to statistics,
courses to be ready for
widely considered as necessary for
A.P. Calculus as seniors.
adult decision-making.
Students participating
in the regular secondary sequence will be prepared for Precalculus or
concurrent enrollment in their senior year. All
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students will be prepared for credit bearing college coursework. (For further information on
high ability students in the Common Core see
http://tinyurl.com/3mr5gds.)
Unlike previous core adoptions, the adoption
of the CCSS is a multi-year change. Students
in sixth and ninth grade will begin studying
the curriculum of the CCSS in 2011-2012. In
subsequent years grades K-5, 7, 10, 8, and finally
11 will be added so that all students are ready for
assessments in 2014-2015. Individual districts
are devising their own timelines based on recommendations from the Utah State Office of Education (USOE). This cohort approach will ease the
transition for students as they build on knowledge
from previous years, and will ease the transition
for teachers and they develop deep understanding
of new expectations.
During the transition the USOE and local districts will support teachers and students through
professional and resource development. Many
districts have already begun the work of supporting professional learning communities as they
seek to understand the common core. The USOE
has sponsored several professional development
opportunities focused on developing mathematical meaning and reasoning which will support the
transition to the CCSS. During the summer of
2011 the Common Core Academy will be held in
fourteen locations throughout the state. It will be
four-days of professional development that will
help teachers develop learning experiences for
students through thoughtful and intentional unit
design.
Resources are also being developed to support teachers and administrators as they transition
to the core. The Utah State Office of Education
has created a Common Core link in the Popular
Links on the homepage at www.schools.utah.gov.
The Secondary Mathematics (http://www.schools.
utah.gov/curr/Math/Sec/Default.htm) and Elementary Mathematics (http://www.schools.utah.
gov/curr/Math/elem/default.htm) home pages also
include links to documents and supports for CCSS
implementation. Resources developed thus far
include crosswalks with the existing core, study
guides for the Mathematical Practice Standards,
an implementation schedule, and curriculum
guides for ninth grade.
It is an exciting time in mathematics, with a
promise of a future where all students build understanding and skill in mathematics. Our goal is
to prepare every student for a future where math-
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ematics is a useful tool and a pleasurable pursuit.
But change is not easy. Higher expectations for
both teachers and students may create anxiety.
Parents may not understand changing course
names. Instructional materials may still be under
development and new processes may be untested.
Administrators may need to examine student
placement procedures, staff assignments, and even
daily schedules to support learning for all stu-

dents. They certainly must engage in a communications process that helps constituents deal with
change and prepare for the future. Leaders must
take this opportunity to raise awareness of coming
changes, support teachers and parents during the
transition, and help ensure quality mathematics
experiences for all students, remembering that
we are a community of educators all seeking to
improve student learning.

Diana Suddreth is STEM Coordinator, Teaching and Learning, at the Utah State Office of
Education. Her e-mail is diana.suddreth@schools.utah.gov.
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Discounted auto insurance for UASSP members.
Shaping young minds has its rewards.
As a member of UASSP, you qualify
for the California Casualty Auto
and Home Insurance program. It’s
an outstanding plan with discount
rates negotiated just for you.
For over 50 years, California Casualty
has been creating unique plans for
educators. We offer the benefits
you need at rates you can afford.

UASSP members deserve the finest auto insurance protection.
• Discounted Rates – Guaranteed for a Full Year
• Multi-Policy Discount When You Insure Both Your Auto & Home
• $500 Personal Property Coverage
• No Deductible if Your Car is Vandalized Within 500 Feet of School Property
• Convenient Payment Plans with Summer Skip Option
• Unlimited Towing and Roadside Assistance Available
• Identity Theft Resolution Service – FREE!
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Officially
endorsed by the

Call now for your FREE,
no-obligation rate quote today.

Call toll-free

1-888-744-9717
Monday – Friday – 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Saturday – 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., M.T.
www.aplus.com/uassp

“Protecting California’s educators
for over 50 years.”
Take advantage of your membership and the over 10-year
relationship between California Casualty and UASSP.
Call the toll-free number to learn more about this offer.
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Present the machine of a generation: a copier w/ no master
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FINALLY, a machine that will antiquate everything you know about printing and copying!
RISO’s new line of ComColor printers are the world’s fastest, most environmentally friendly and lowest cost
print color or B&W printers at 150 pages per minute 11”x17” sheet!
Duplex, collate, sort, staple, multiple paper trays, and more

We guarantee that you have never seen anything like this!
Need more info? Want a demo?

Call 1-877-806-7816 toll free
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Valcom – The trusted source for
All your school’s IT needs.
WSCA and State
Contract approved
IT Supplier

Please contact us at 801-262-9277 or sales@slcval.com

Yearbooks
Scott & Shelly Hansen
801.546.1008
Mark Swenson
801.628.9833
Steve Baggett
801.513.6319
Scott Wolters
801.592.5776
Todd Jones
801.698.0260

hello future.

From freshman year to graduation, one
name is there to commemorate high
school’s most important achievements.
herffjones.com

scholastic
Jeff Stauffer
801.652.7504

Representing Herff Jones
© 2010 Herff Jones, Inc.
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